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This work outlines and applies a new simulation method for the efficient
study of shock wave fronts. This novel approach achieves a significantly improved
efficiency in the generation of individual steady-state shock front states, and allows
for the study of shocks as a function of a continuous shock strength parameter, vp .
This is, to our knowledge, the first attempt to map the continuous Hugoniot curve.
The Continuous Hugoniot Method is applied to shock single-crystal LennardJonesium along the <100> direction. Excellent agreement is found with both the
published Lennard-Jones Hugoniot, and results of traditional shock simulation methods presented in this work.
The method is further applied to study the shock melt of single-crystal β-tin
along the <100> direction, using the Modified Embedded Atom Method (MEAM).
Our continuum of Sn shock state results shows good agreement, within 6%, with
the individual shock data points provided by experiment and agree perfectly with
traditional shock simulation methods. Temperature profiles, density profiles, and
melt length scales are determined as a function of shock strength.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Laser-induced shock waves and femtosecond time-resolved optical diagnostics
are reinventing shock research. Once dominated by large-scale explosives testing, recent shock physics work has opened an experimental window on the atomic response
to forcing at length scales and time scales which are perfectly matched with computational molecular dynamics. The opportunity for direct collaboration between
experiment and simulation on equal scale is now an exciting reality.
Recent studies of shock loading in solids have indicated that the dynamic
response at the shock front can depend strongly not only on shock strength but also
on failure or transition timescales. Loveridge-Smith et al., for example, showed using
laser-ablation experiments in single-crystal silicon that the macroscopic response to
shock loading may depend critically on the microscopic dislocation dynamic mechanisms [53]. They found that silicon is able to sustain shock pressures high above
predicted strength without disordering when the loading is applied on timescales
shorter than those typical of dislocation migration. Thus elastic-plastic transitions
are not observed until release.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a particularly good tool to study transition
dynamics such as melts and failure. MD simulation of shock waves in model systems
was established in the early 1980’s, and ever-larger computations are bound only
by the computing power of the day. See especially the work of Holian, Lomdahl
and Germann, as reviewed in Chapter 3. Historically, however, the study of shocks
has required the largest computational facilities, since long-time shock simulations
1

require large amounts of material to be simulated. Success in the field has been
found by pushing forward with multi-million atom simulations on the nation’s largest
parallel machines. Much has been learned.
Our approach to the problem is different. We (1) concentrate our efforts on
the neighborhood of the shock interface, thereby increasing computational efficiency
and (2) map system response to a continuous shock parameter. To do this we
introduce the Continuous Hugoniot Method.
We find that application of this new method to shocks in Lennard-Jones facecentered-cubic (fcc) crystal along the <100> direction shows very good agreement
with published data.
We also apply this method to study the shock melting of single crystal β-tin
along the <100> direction. Here, too, we find good agreement with published data.
In addition, we are able to map temperature profiles and melt length scales to a
continuous shock strength parameter.
In Chapter 2, we present a thorough introduction to the physics of shock
waves. The reader with no background in shock physics should be able to come up
to speed quickly. We begin with the foundations of the jump conditions, Hugoniot
and general, material-independent concepts, then address shock waves in solids,
specifically. Our emphasis is on the principles which we will apply later in the
dissertation.
In Chapter 3, we briefly review various approaches to computer modeling
and describe why molecular dynamics is a good choice to study shock waves. We
also cover the important literature and detail traditional shock simulation methods
as well as several alternative approaches. We conclude with a motivation for our
own method and its place in the field.
In Chapter 4, we turn our attention to the inner workings of our simulation
2

tool. There is nothing shocking in this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents our Continuous Hugoniot Method in detail. The motivation for the work is outlined. Then the ideas and implementation are detailed. We
include conditions for its applicability and issues we overcame in its formulation.
Chapter 6 details the application of the method to Lennard-Jonesium. We
take advantage of the large body of work in this potential to make comparisons with
published data. We find extraordinarily good agreement in each of our tests of the
method. We confirm that the loading path of the Continuous Hugoniot Method
in Lennard-Jones followed the published Hugoniot fit. Comparison of temperature
profiles, particle snapshots and radial distribution functions at the final state also
demonstrate good agreement with traditional shock methods.
Chapter 7 applies the method to a more realistic system. Here the efficiency
of the method is demonstrated and we present several measurements as functions
of the continuous shock strength parameter. We find that the Hugoniot values for
US versus vp predicted by MEAM are in good agreement with experiment to within
approximately 6%. We note an anomalous transition at high driving velocity in
which the temperature peak migrates abruptly forward in the shock profile. Finally,
we report on the results of our study of the melt length scale versus the shock
strength.
We will begin by defining exactly what we mean by a shock wave.

3

Chapter 2
Physics of Shock Waves

2.1

Shock Waves Defined
Shock waves occur whenever loading conditions are applied on a timescale

which is faster than the medium can inertially respond. The material properties of
the medium determine the details of the response. In general, a medium’s ability
to dissipate mechanical energy in any mode m is limited by a wave speed, cm . Any
loading rate faster than cm will generate a shock response, although this is not a
lower bound. Shocks can form with driving velocities below the wave speed.
The shock response is characterized by a sharp spatially-localized change
in a thermodynamic or mechanical property of the material through which which
it propagates. Density, temperature, pressure, internal energy, particle velocity,
reactant concentration, etc. are all common examples of variables which can exhibit
a shock response. Let us look at density in order to illustrate a shock front as a
finite-amplitude traveling disturbance. Figure 2.1 shows two typical snapshots of
density shock fronts in different media. In a gas, the rise time of a shock wave can
be very short. In viscous fluids and solids, the rise is slower and the rise profile and
front thickness can be characteristic of the fluid or solid.

4

Figure 2.1: Shock front density profile examples – (top) For non-viscous gases
the front is sharp on the atomic scale. (bottom) For solids the width of the front
structure depends on the material and can range from 1 Å to 100 Å depending on
shock strength and material shear strength.

2.2

Shock Front Formation and Stability
Shock waves form and are stable in most materials, because most materials

have the property that the wave speed increases with density and/or pressure,
∂C
>0
∂ρ

(2.1)

In such a material, any finite amplitude disturbance’s leading edge will steepen and
a shock front will form.

5

Figure 2.2: Shock formation – A time sequence (sequential top to bottom) of a
propagating finite amplitude disturbance is shown for a material in which ∂C/∂ρ is
positive. The front edge of the disturbance steepens with time. The trailing edge
becomes more gradual.

Thus for finite amplitude disturbances in which density and pressure vary
substantially across the pulse, the wave speed will vary. One can see in Figure 2.2
that the region of high pressure will “catch up” with low pressure regions ahead.
This causes the leading edge of the disturbance to steepen. By an inverse argument,
the trailing edge will flatten for this general class of materials.
Although Equation 2.1 guarantees the formation of stable shocks, one can
show that it is overly restrictive. We will show later in this chapter (Section 2.8)

6

that

∂2P
∂V 2

> 0, a less stringent condition, is sufficient to generate stable shocks in

compression. We can show that these two conditions are simply related.
q
, then the change in wave speed with
If the wave speed is given by C = ∂P
∂ρ
respect to changes in density is given by
" r
#
−∂P
V 4 ∂2P
∂C
∂
V
= −CV +
= −V 2
∂ρ
∂V
∂V
2C ∂V 2

(2.2)

so we have shown that if
∂C
>0
∂ρ

2.3

then

∂2P
>0
∂V 2

(2.3)

Formulation for a Simple Example
Consider a simple example of a piston driving through a continuous com-

pressible medium. As we’ll see, this easily visualized example illustrates all of the
characteristics of a continuously driven shock.
Our variables of interest include: the thermodynamic state variables, pressure
P , internal energy E, and either specific density ρ or volume V , where ρ = 1/V ; in
addition to the mechanical state variables, particle velocity up and shock velocity
US . We have chosen these variables because they are the variables which will enter
into the shock continuity equations introduced in the next section. Temperature T
is notably absent. The temperature is not a convenient variable in this analysis, but
can be determined through the equation of state.
We begin with a discussion of the mechanical variables. As the piston moves
forward, material is compacted and accumulates ahead of the piston. The compacted region quickly acquires a mean velocity equal to the piston velocity. As the
piston continues to advance, the medium reaches some maximum compaction and
the boundary between compressed and uncompressed material moves away from the
7

Figure 2.3: Simple shock example – A piston drives forward with velocity, vp ,
into a compressible medium. A planar interface develops and travels at the shock
velocity, US , greater than Co , the sound speed of the material, and the piston velocity. There are two states in the system: the uncompressed initial condition (green)
and the compressed final state in (blue). The shock front is a transition region
between these two states, the width of which depends on material properties.

piston. In Euler coordinates, the lab frame, we have three distinct velocities. These
are the velocity of the piston and compressed particles vp ; the velocity of the uncompressed medium, which for a single shock can always be set to zero by shifting
reference frames; and the velocity of the advancing shock front US . Note that the
shock compressed region always grows with time. Thus,
US > vp > Vo = 0 m/s,

(2.4)

or the shock velocity is always greater than the piston velocity, and the piston
velocity is always greater than the particle velocity ahead of the shock front.
For stable shocks, the shock velocity is always faster than the wave speed
of the initial material, and slower than the wave speed in the compressed material
behind the shock.
CS > U S > C o
8

(2.5)

A simple stability argument can be used to demonstrate this. The shock front
velocity US must be greater than Co to assure that the shock front remains distinct,
and does not disperse into the system ahead. The shock velocity US must be slower
than CS to assure that the shock front remains driven. The shock is a dissipative
structure which will attenuate if not driven forward. If the shock front traveled
faster than CS , the driving piston could not feed the advancing front. Thus US
must be supersonic in the uncompressed material, and subsonic in the compressed
material to be stable to dispersion and attenuation, respectively.
The thermodynamic state variables, E, P and ρ = 1/V all exhibit a jump at
the shock front. In the ideal non-viscous gas steady shock solution, there are only
two values to each variable. In this case, the initial and final states are connected
with a true discontinuity. In viscous fluids and solids this solution is perturbed, but
its fundamental character is preserved. There remain two uniform states, one ahead
and one behind the shock front. However, in these cases the shock front has finite
thickness and profile structure.

2.4

Shock Continuity Equations
A great deal of the nature of shock waves can be derived with a simple

assumption, and the application of several conservation equations. The following
discussion is based on some of the earliest published studies of shock waves, or
“waves of sudden disturbance,” published independently by W.J.M. Rankine [62] in
1870 and H. Hugoniot [44] in 1889. Several modern sources [25] [11] are available.
The discussion provides the most basic of foundations to the field of shock science.
Consider a material through which a perfect steady-state one-dimensional
shock front is propagating. Take the shock as an abrupt planar change in ρ the
density, P the pressure, and up the particle velocity. The plane of interface between
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the compressed and uncompressed materials is a region known as the shock front.
Note that the shock front need not be infinitesimally thin for this derivation. It
may be a transitional region of finite extent, so long as it is steady in time. If a
right-traveling disturbance moves with speed US , then one can balance the mass
entering the shock front region from the right with the mass leaving the interface
on the left.
In a given time ∆t, the mass entering the shock front region on the right
is given by the product of the density and the volume flux into the interface. The
volume flux is given by the product of the cross sectional area, the relative velocity
with respect to the interface, and the time interval, giving A (uo − US ) ∆t.
The mass exiting the discontinuity on the left in that same time is given by
the same formula, except the density on the left is ρ and the relative velocity is
up − US . This gives the equation for conservation of mass.
A(uo − US )ρo ∆t = A(up − US )ρ∆t
(uo − US )ρo = (up − US )ρ

(2.6)

This relationship is the first of the “jump conditions,” which are very general relationships which govern the states of the material behind and ahead of the shock
front. This first equation is commonly rewritten,
ρo
up − u o
=1−
.
ρ
US − u o

(2.7)

The second jump condition comes from the conservation of momentum across the
interface of the shock front. Here we need to consider the impulse due to the change
in pressure as well as the momentum transfer across the interface.
The impulse, given by (P − Po )A∆t is the change of momentum of the center

of mass of the material, where Po is the pressure ahead of, and P is the pressure
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behind, the shock. This impulse must be balanced by the momentum transfer across
the interface.
At the shock interface we have material from the right entering with total
momentum flux given by the mass flux times velocity. The mass flux is given above.
A similar equation can be written for the momentum of material exiting the interface
on the left. Balancing the net momentum flux and the impulse on the system gives,
(P − Po )A∆t = [A(uo − US )ρo ∆t]uo − [A(up − US )ρ∆t]up
P − Po = (US − uo )(up − uo )ρo

(2.8)

where we’ve used the first jump condition to simplify the equation.
The third and final jump condition is found by applying conservation of
energy across the shock front region. We consider the balance of work, kinetic
energy and internal energy within the system.
Work is done continuously on the system at the interface. Positive work is
done as the volume of the compressed material expands, and negative work is done
as the initial material contracts. Behind the shock, the pressure is P and the change
in volume is Au∆t. Ahead of the shock, the pressure Po acts to contract the volume
by Auo ∆t.
W = P ∆V = P (Aup)∆t − Po (Auo )∆t)

(2.9)

The kinetic energy changes across the interface can be found by applying
1
m(vf2
2

− vi2 ) over a time interval ∆t. This gives,
1
1
∆KE = m(vf2 − vi2 ) = [(uo − US )ρo ∆tA](u2p − u2o )
2
2

(2.10)

The internal energy changes across the interface can be expressed in terms of the
specific internal energy E of the material ahead or behind the shock front. Com-
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bining all three contributions to the energy balance equation gives,
(P up − Po uo )A∆t =

P u p − P o uo =

1
[(uo − US )ρo ∆tA](u2p − u2o )
2
+ (E − Eo )[A(uo − US )ρo ∆t]
1
(P − Po )(up + uo ) + (E − Eo )(uo − US )ρo
2

(2.11)

where the second jump condition was used to simplify the last expression. Further
simplification is possible by applying the first jump condition.
1
(E − Eo ) = (P + Po )(Vo − V )
2

(2.12)

where Vo and V are the initial and final specific volumes, respectively.
These jump equations, also called Hugoniot-Rankine equations, resulting
from the conservation of mass, momentum and energy across the shock interface,
are a system of three equations involving five unknowns, US , up , ρ =

1
V

, P and E,

which are the shock velocity, particle velocity, density, pressure and internal energy,
respectively. It is assumed that the initial conditions, uo , ρo , Po and Eo , are known.
It should be noted that these equations were derived assuming a steady state
shock front – that is one which does not grow or change with time. However, it is
often the case that they hold, on average, even when this rigorous requirement is
satisfied only in a time-averaged way.
The jump equations are summarized below in the simplified situation where
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uo = 0 and P  Po .
ρo
up
V
= 1−
=
ρ
Vo
US

(2.13)

P = U S up ρ o

(2.14)

E − Eo =

1
P (Vo − V )
2

(2.15)

The final equation is known as the Hugoniot-Rankine equation.

2.5

Particle and Shock Velocities
There are two distinct velocities in the shock problem. The shock velocity

describes the rate of propagation of the shock front through the material. The
particle velocity is the actual velocity of individual particles within the material
after the shock front has passed. These two velocities are never equal. To see this,
imagine a snow plow pushing snow [11]. As the plow moves forward, compacted snow
accumulates ahead of the blade. The “shock front,” in this case, is the interface
between pristine and compressed snow. This interface propagates away from the
blade. The front moves at the shock velocity. The compacted snow and the plow’s
blade move at the particle velocity.
An expression for each of these velocities can be determined from the first
two jump conditions. Begin with the first jump condition



uP − u o
1
up − u o
1
ρo
= 1−
⇒
=
ρ
US − u o
Vo
US − u o
Vo − V

(2.16)

and substitute into the second jump condition
P − Po = (US − uo )ρo = (US − uo )(up − uo )
13

1
Vo

(2.17)

Solving for u we have
up = u o +

p
(P − Po )(Vo − V )

Plugging this result back into the first condition and solving for US gives
r
P − Po
US = u o + V o
Vo − V

(2.18)

(2.19)

In an initially stationary material where uo = 0 we can relate the shock and
particle velocities very simply.
up = U S



Vo − V
Vo



(2.20)

Thus both the particle and shock velocities can be determined simply by
measuring the pressures and volumes ahead and behind the moving steady state
shock front.

2.6

Shock Hugoniot
The jump equations hold for steady shocks in any material, solid, liquid or

fluid. They constrain the five dimensional equation space of final state variables
to a two-dimensional surface. This is an amazing achievement without losing any
degree of generality.
At this point, we must introduce a material-specific constraint to advance
the problem further. If we assume that the final state after the shock has passed
through the material is in thermodynamic equilibrium, then we can make use of the
equation of state (EOS). This added equation reduces the surface of constraint to
a linear relationship, called the Hugoniot. The Hugoniot can be represented as a
relationship between any two of the five variables, but is most commonly plotted as
pressure vs. specific volume, or shock velocity vs. particle velocity.
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As an example, let us consider a shock in an ideal gas. Remember that the
EOS for an ideal gas is of particularly simple form [78],
E(P, V ) =

PV
γ−1

(2.21)

where γ = Cv /Cp , is the heat capacity ratio for the gas. Combining this EOS with
the energy jump condition, Equation 2.15, determines the relationship between the
final pressure and the final volume in a shock compression run,
(γ + 1)Vo − (γ − 1)V
P
=
Po
(γ + 1)V − (γ − 1)Vo

(2.22)

For a monatomic gas of γ = 5/3 the simple pressure-volume Hugoniot relation is
P
(8/3)Vo − (2/3)V
4 − V /Vo
=
=
Po
(8/3)V − (2/3)Vo
4V /Vo − 1

(2.23)

The ideal gas Hugoniot, Figure 2.4, is simple but characteristic of a shock
response in which there is no structural failure or phase transition. The pressure is
monotonically increasing with increasing compression. The curve is concave upward,
consistent with Equation 2.1.
The Hugoniot curve should be considered as a collection of points, each
representing an allowed final state of an individual shock event. It does not represent
a direct temporal relationship between the variables, i.e. it is not a path through P-V
space within any single typical shock experiment. The Hugoniot can be determined
experimentally with repeated shock trials under differing conditions, or determined
analytically from the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions and the known equation
of state.

2.7

Entropy and the Hugoniot
Also plotted in Figure 2.4 is the isentrope passing through (Po , Vo ). From

the entropy of an ideal gas S = Cv ln(P V γ ) + constant, the isentrope can be shown
15

Figure 2.4: Ideal gas Hugoniot, isentrope and Rayleigh line – The principal
isentrope (dashed) is a thermodynamic path which passes through the initial condition and has constant entropy. The Rayleigh line (dot-dashed) is a straight line
thermodynamic path which connects the initial condition to a final shock state. The
principle Hugoniot (solid) is the locus of all final shock states for a given initial condition. The Hugoniot does not represent a thermodynamic path. For a given volume,
the principal Hugoniot pressure is greater than the principal isentrope pressure.
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to be given by
P
=
Po



V
Vo

−γ

(2.24)

The Hugoniot curve is always above the isentrope passing through (Po , Vo ) because
the difference between the isentrope and Hugoniot represents the irreversible heating
of the system, which is positive definite and increases with shock intensity. Further,
the slope of the Hugoniot is equal to the slope of any isentrope at their intersection.
In our ideal gas example we see that the slope for both curves is

dP
dV

= −γ/Vo at the

(Po , Vo ) crossing. One can show that weak shocks are nearly isentropic and that the
Hugoniot diverges from the isentrope only as the 3rd order in volume change (i.e.

strain). To show this, we expand the entropy in a Taylor series in volume about
V = Vo
S = So

+

(V − Vo )

To evaluate the derivatives

dS
dV

dS
dV

V =Vo

and

d2 S
dV 2

+

d2 S
1
(V − Vo )2
2!
dV 2

V =Vo

+

d3 S
1
(V − Vo )3
3!
dV 3

V =Vo

+

· · · (2.25)

in the first two terms combine the T dS

equation with the infinitesimal form of Equation 2.15
T dS = P dV + dE

(2.26)

1
1
dE = (Vo − V )dP − (P + Po )dV
2
2

(2.27)

and solve for the entropy differential to give
dS =

1
[(Vo − V )dP + (P − Po )dV
2T
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(2.28)

This can then be differentiated three times. The first two derivatives vanish when
evaluated at (Po , Vo ).
dS
dV
d2 S
dV 2
d3 S
dV 3

V =Vo ,P =Po

V =Vo ,P =Po

V =Vo ,P =Po

1
2T

=

1
2T

=

dP
− dV

+ (Vo − V
1
2T

=

So
S = So

h



dP
(Vo − V ) dV
+ (P − Po ) V =Vo ,P =Po

−

h

2

d P
− dV
2

d2 P
) dV
2

i

+

dP
dV

i

V =Vo ,P =Po

V =Vo ,P =Po

d2 P
1
(V − Vo )3
12 T
dV 2

V =Vo

+

=

0

=

0

6=

0

O(∆V 4 )

(2.29)

Note that the change in entropy will be positive for compression (∆V =
V − Vo < 0) only if

d2 P
dV 2

> 0. We noted earlier in the chapter that this condition was

sufficient for shock stability. A process which has negative change in entropy cannot
be stable. Bethe demonstrated in 1942 [10] that

d2 P
dV 2

> 0 is sufficient to show that

the shock velocity is supersonic. For simplicity, we present his arguments for the
case of infinitesimal ∆V , although he demonstrates the same for the general case.
Beginning with a simple Taylor expansion in volume,




1 ∂2P
∂P
∆P =
∆V +
(∆V )2 + . . .
∂V S
2 ∂V 2 S

(2.30)

we can divide through by ∆V and use the definition of the wave speed, −(∂P/∂V )S =
C 2 /V 2 to give

∆P
Co
1
=− 2 +
∆V
V
2



∂2P
∂V 2



(∆V ) + . . .

(2.31)

S

We can now use the Equation 2.19 to replace the left-hand side with US2 /V 2 to give


V 2 ∂2P
US = C o −
(∆V ) + . . .
(2.32)
2 ∂V 2 S
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Which demonstrates that US must be larger than Co (i.e. the shock compression,
∆V < 0, is stable), if

d2 P
dV 2

> 0. QED.

Finally, we return to Figure 2.4 to examine the Rayleigh line. This is the
straight line in the P -V plane connecting the initial and final states. The slope
of the Rayleigh line is proportional to the square of the shock velocity, US2 . This
can be shown by inspection of Equation 2.19. Further, some claim that the line
represents the thermodynamic loading path of the evolving shock from initial to
final states [1]. This is conjecture at best, since the evolution of the shock has not
been experimentally resolved.

2.8

Shock Waves in Solids
For the remainder of this chapter and this dissertation we will turn our

attention exclusively to shocks driven into solids. Let me begin by emphasizing that,
remarkably, shock waves governed by elasticity equations behave very similarly to
those governed by Navier-Stokes equations. In fact, everything we have discussed
to this point can be taken directly to the study of certain regimes of shocks in
solids. One simply needs to replace the ideal gas EOS with an empirically fitted
(e.g. Mie Grüneisen) EOS for solids and replace the scalar hydrostatic pressure with
the tensor pressure (discussed below) to allow for the anisotropic stresses which are
a feature of solids. With those changes, one has a Hugoniot, just as before, which
is applicable for some range in Pxx − V space [70] [20].
2.8.1

Notation, Non-hydrostatic Pressure and Shear Strength
At this point, we need to rethink the notion of pressure that we have used

to this point. In solids, where shear stresses and anisotropic loading can exist,
one cannot simply refer to a scalar pressure. Most of the physics and engineering
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literature does not even use the term pressure. When referring to force on differential
elements within a solid, one typically refers to stress rather than pressure [50].
However, in the shock literature [26] [20] [55] it is common and customary to break
with traditional elasticity notation. Positive pressures are compressional, where
positive stresses are by convention tensile,

Pij = −σij

(2.33)

We will use pressure notation, but we must, to be general, give up our scalar
value P , using instead the tensor Pij . The subscripts indicate the coordinate directions, x, y, z, in the usual way. Coordinates are selected such that the pressure
tensor is diagonal.
In a similar way, volume compression can be equated to strain. But there is
little gain by switching notation. Shock problems are posed in a state of uniaxial
strain in which yy = zz = 0 and all off-diagonal values are zero. Thus we retain
our volume notation where xx = ∆V /V .
To summarize:
Pij = −σij = 0

for i 6= j

(2.34)

Pxx = Px = −σxx

(2.35)

Pyy = Py = −σyy

(2.36)

Pzz = Pz = −σzz

(2.37)

ij = 0

for i 6= j

(2.38)

xx = ∆V /V

(2.39)

yy = zz = 0

(2.40)
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It is generally further assumed for homogeneous isotropic solids that the
transverse pressures (and stresses) are equal Py = Pz . We can define the mean
pressure, P̄ ,
1
1
(Px + Py + Pz ) = (Px + 2Py )
3
3
2
= Px − (Px − Py )
3
4
= Px − τ
3

P̄ =

(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)

where τ = 21 (Px − Py ) is called the maximum resolved shear stress.
For shocks in solids, the pressure scalar P found in the equations previously
derived in this chapter should be replaced with Px which is given by P̄ + 43 τ . In the
case of hydrostatic loading (as in a fluid or gas), Px is equal to P which is equal to
the mean pressure P̄ and the resolved shear stress τ is zero.
What makes shock waves in solids different is inherently linked to what makes
solids “solid” – strength. Strength, in this case shear strength, is a common engineering concept which quantifies a material’s average ability to sustain non-hydrostatic
stress; that is to have σxx 6= σyy , etc. Shear strength, or shear elasticity, explains

why solids don’t flow, or take the shape of their containers.

But everything with strength has a breaking point, a maximum stress, above
which irreversible instabilities weaken the material and transform its mechanical
properties. The form of the instability depends on the atomic or molecular structure
of the solid, but examples include forms of plasticity, dislocation and void dynamics,
and fracture. The complexity of strength and ultimately of failure is what gives
shocks in solids added richness.
In our application to single crystals, which are clearly not isotropic solids,
the stress state becomes more complicated and τ is a function of the strength of,
and the load on the material in question. Further, it can be a function of distance
21

from the front, as generally some degree of shear stress relaxation occurs behind the
front as dislocations, plasticity and failure bring the material toward a hydrostatic
state. In the case of shock melting, the hydrostatic conditions are met within the
melt quickly after the front passes and τ = 0 there.
2.8.2

Hugoniot Elastic Limit and Elastic Shock Regime
The Hugoniot elastic limit, or HEL, is the name given to the stress point

at which a solid begins to deform plastically under shock compression. Although
somewhat ambiguously defined theoretically and diverse in its underlying processes,
it is easily identified as a cusp in the P -V space Hugoniot. Figure 2.5 shows a typical
shock Hugoniot for a solid.
For stresses below the HEL, the solid supports completely elastic, reversible
shock waves. This elastic regime is the first of three discernible responses. In
this regime, transient shock waves which compress and release a material leave no
permanent distortion. The shock waves typically travel just above the speed of
sound in the uncompressed medium, and the shock front is steep. Below the HEL, a
solid’s Hugoniot is usually approximately linear. Thus the Rayleigh line connecting
initial and final states nearly overlaps the Hugoniot itself. Some believe that this
indicates that the loading path of the material very nearly follows the Hugoniot for
final pressures below the HEL. Figure 2.7 (bottom) shows the pressure profile of a
front in the elastic shock regime. For an older but excellent review of experimental
measurements and theoretical fits, see Rice, McQueen and Walsh [70]. They provide
examples of experimentally determined Hugoniots, HELs, analytical fits, EOS model
parameters, and the gamut from descriptions of experimental techniques to basic
theory on strong shock waves in solids.
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Figure 2.5: Typical Hugoniot for a solid – The principle Hugoniot for a solid is
roughly linear up to the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL). A cusp at the HEL represents
the onset of plasticity, where material shear strength is exceeded. If the material
undergoes a shock-induced phase transition, the Hugoniot will show an additional
cusp at the transition.

2.8.3

Elastic-plastic Shock Regime
For shock stresses immediately above the HEL, plasticity begins to play a

role, and permanent damage is done to a material by a transient shock. This regime
is distinct in that it supports two separate wave fronts. There is a primary plastic
wave front which is preceded by a faster elastic precursor shock. With time, the
two waves move apart. The division of the shock can be explained by looking at the
Hugoniot: see Figure 2.6. The Rayleigh line connecting (Po , Vo ) to the cusp of the
23

Figure 2.6: Three shock regimes for of a solid – The Hugoniot clearly delineates
the three regimes of shock response. The linear shock regime describes the response
below the HEL. The elastic-plastic regime describes the response for pressures between the HEL and final shock state on the Hugoniot whose Rayleigh line passes
through the HEL. The strong shock regime describes the response for pressures
above this point.

Hugoniot at point A characterizes the precursor elastic shock. The plastic front can
be characterized by a Rayleigh line from the cusp, A, to the final state (P, V ). By
recalling that the slope of the Rayleigh line is proportional to the shock velocity, one
can see that this double front arrangement will be stable for final pressures less than
PB . Figure 2.7 (middle) shows the pressure profile of a front in the elastic-plastic
shock regime. The details of the shock profiles in this regime will be governed by a
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number of factors, including the HEL and the failure properties of the material.
2.8.4

Strong Shock Regime
The final shock regime occurs when the shock is driven so hard that the final

pressure is greater than PB . In this case, one can see that the plastic wave velocity
will be greater than any elastic precursor that might have been formed. Thus any
two-shock scenario is unstable and only single shocks can be steady in this regime.
Figure 2.7 (top) shows the pressure profile of a front in the strong shock regime.
2.8.5

Shock-induced Melting
Melting is often associated with shock waves in solids. However, it is impor-

tant to differentiate between melting which occurs during the shock, and melting
that occurs during the post-shock release. During the shock loading, pressures, densities, and temperatures rise dramatically. It is not unusual for temperatures to
reach thousands of degrees in the final state of a shock. Yet, due to corresponding
increases in pressure, the solid does not necessarily melt. In laboratory experiments,
continuously driven shock waves are very difficult to maintain. High-intensity laser
pulses will always have finite pulse times, and high-velocity flier plate impactors will
always have finite momentum. Ultimately, the drive force dies away and a release
wave begins to propagate at the compressed material’s wave speed. By the same
arguments as in Equation 2.5, this release wave will always travel faster than the
shock front and will quickly eat into the shock’s compressed material even as the
front continues, oblivious, to advance forward. This release is isentropic and reduces
pressure and density without reducing temperature. Thus, melting of materials is
very common during release. Shock loading, on the other hand, rarely generates
melting.
Elemental tin is an exception to this general rule. It readily melts at shock
25

Figure 2.7: Typical density profiles for each shock regime – (top) Within the
strong shock regime, the shock front thickness can be as abrupt as a few Å. (middle)
In the elastic-plastic shock regime, the precursor grows linearly in time. (bottom)
In the elastic shock regime, shock front thickness can again be as abrupt as a few
Å.
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pressure as low as 250 kbar under compression [15]. Because this pressure is relatively easily attained through laser-ablation, tin is an excellent candidate for shock
melt studies. See Chapter 7.

2.9

Hugoniot Validity Conditions
At some point, one might ask, “What are the assumptions on which the

derivation of the Hugoniot is based? When do these assumptions break down?”
These questions are important and the answers are unambiguous. The Hugoniot
relationship was derived from the three continuity equations for mass, momentum
and energy and from the equation of state of the material. These four equations
and five unknowns give us the Hugoniot curve.
Turning first to the continuity equations, or jump conditions, we see immediately our first condition. The continuity equations are only valid for a shock front
interface that is steady in time. Clearly it makes no sense, for instance, to require
that the incoming and outgoing mass be equal if the shock front is continually growing in time. Fortunately, shocks in three dimensions quickly reach a steady state. It
is, however, important to note that the Hugoniot relation is not valid in the initial
transient states. In those states the continuity equations do not hold. There are
reports that they are also not valid in true one-dimension shocks in which the shock
front grows without bound [38].
The equation of state (EOS) for the material is the second element used
to produce the Hugoniot relation. Recall that the EOS is a relation between the
thermodynamic variables at equilibrium and usually gives the internal energy of the
material as a function of pressure and volume. One should see immediately that the
EOS does not describe a system out of equilibrium, although many would say that
the pressure and volume (and perhaps even temperature) can be well defined there.
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The shock front is exactly the sort of driven dissipative coherent structure which
is inherently non-equilibrium. Thus, the Hugoniot relations between the final state
values will not describe the states within the shock front region. If this seems like a
problem, remember that the Hugoniot is a relation between the final thermodynamic
state variables and the mechanical shock variables – “far enough” behind the shock
front. It is assumed that this state is in equilibrium and the EOS holds there.
One should be concerned making any statement about the Hugoniot final state of a
system which has not thermalized. The Hugoniot relation does not describe material
in the non-equilibrium state at the shock front.
Finally, let us be clear about when the Hugoniot relation does hold. It holds
for single shocks. It holds for reshock and double shocks. It holds in shock induced plasticity, and deformation. It holds in shock-induced transitions – both
solidification and melting, so long as the final state has reached equilibrium. In
fact, generally, the Hugoniot relations will be valid for almost any system which
has reached a steady state and in which the final state (after any number of shock
events) can be described by the EOS.
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Chapter 3
Approaches to Simulation

3.1

The Spectrum of Simulation Technique
In physics, as in life, there are more ways than one to solve most problems.

Within the field of computational physics, there is an entire spectrum of simulation
methods from which to choose. This section will survey some of the most successful
methods and explain why molecular dynamics is a good choice for our work in shock
waves.
3.1.1

Quantum Calculations
Quantum or ab initio calculations make direct use, albeit approximate, of

quantum theory to simulate the atomic and electronic degrees of freedom. Density functional theory is a powerful, but computationally costly, tool to investigate
atomic interactions. With only small approximation the tight binding limit can be
applied to calculate atomic mechanics. As the limits of computers expand, this
method shows promise for large systems of particles. But simulations are currently
limited to hundreds or thousands of particles. This method is most often applied
successfully to atomic, molecular and cluster physics or systems with small wavelength periodicity.
3.1.2

Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) makes use of the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-

tion to reduce the degrees of freedom inherent to studying matter. The approxi29

mation assumes that the motion for the atomic and electronic response are of such
different timescales that they can be decoupled. Thus, mechanical properties of
material can be approximated with average or effective interactions as a function
of only the positions of the atomic nuclei. The introduction of effective potentials,
whether empirical or based on ab initio work, speeds calculations and frames the
problem classically. Equations of motion can be integrated and dynamics can be
evolved for millions and even billions of atoms. Thus many see MD as a necessary first approximation to ab initio techniques which allow for the simulation of
larger systems. As we’ll see, the scale of the system is often, but not always, the
determining factor for the selection of simulation method.
3.1.3

Mesoscopic Dynamics
Mesoscopic dynamics follows in the footsteps of MD. Here subsystems are

decoupled and groups of atoms or parts of molecules are simulated with reduced
degrees of freedom. This approach depends on the building block approach assumption that coarse scale response is often enough to simulate larger scale properties.
This approach clearly fails when large-scale and small-scale response are coupled
strongly in a problem (e.g. this is often the case in fracture). But this method is
frequently applied to simulation of solids, glasses and especially biological systems.
3.1.4

Finite-element and Continuum Mechanics
Continuum mechanics assumes that materials are infinitely divisible and have

no inherent length scale (such as the atom). This method relies on entirely empirical
constitutive relations, so it usually falls under engineering approaches, rather than
physics approaches. However, the method is amazingly powerful and applicable to
many systems. The analytical nature of the theory makes the problems scale-free, so
very large effective system sizes can be achieved. These methods are often applied
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to fluid dynamics, structural analysis and elastic problems.
3.1.5

Why MD for Shock and Fracture Problems?
Our emphasis in this work is on molecular dynamics. This emphasis is based

primarily on necessity. The problems of shocks and fracture are nonlinear, nonequilibrium problems in which scale, specifically atomic scale effects, are important.
So, mesoscale and continuum approaches are suspect (although multiscale analyses
often use these in equilibrium regions of a larger system). In the other extreme,
quantum calculations are computationally impossible for the large systems sizes
necessary to simulate cracks and shocks.

3.2

Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics is a classical simulation technique. Its basic assumption

is that one is capable of knowing both the position and momentum of every particle
in the system. Forget the reality of quantum mechanics’ Heisenberg uncertainty
principle and you will be rewarded in computation speed and system size. Particles
are simulated as point masses which are free to move through three continuous
real-valued dimensions. We keep track of every particle’s position (x, y, z) and
momentum (px , py , pz ) at momentary snapshots of the system which are separated
by a discrete timestep ∆t. Particles can be assigned a type, which determines the
particle’s mass and interactions.
Initial conditions are supplied and subsequent snapshots of the particles can
be calculated by integration of Newton’s equations of motion. Material behavior
is modeled with an effective potential which specifies the forces felt by each particle. This potential can be thought of as the time-average effect of the quantum
interaction, although these models are sometimes completely empirical.
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The material model, or potential energy function for the system is, in general,
a function of all the particle positions,
Usys = U (r1 , r2 , r3 , . . . , rn )

(3.1)

where Usys is the total energy of the system, n is the number of particles in the
system and ri is the position vector of the ith particle. This general form can be
expanded in terms of groups of interactions, such as
Usys =

X

U1 (ri ) +

i

X

U2 (ri , rj ) +

i,j

X

U3 (ri , rj , rk ) + . . .

(3.2)

i,j,k

where U1 is the 1-body potential, U2 is the 2-body potential, etc. 1-body potentials are from external or self forces (e.g. gravity). 2-body potentials are pairwise
interactions (e.g. ionic binding). 3-body potentials allow for angular dependences
(e.g. covalent bonding). It is usually assumed, without proof, that this expansion
converges and, moreover, converges quickly within the first three terms. Rarely do
potentials go beyond 3-body interactions, as a matter of practice.
3.2.1

Deterministic Dynamics

These are the core concepts of MD:
1. all particle positions and momenta are known.
2. all forces between particles can be determined by a well-defined system potential energy function.
3. initial conditions can be integrated through time to determine all future position/momenta states.
One should note that these conditions seem to dictate a completely deterministic evolution. In some respects this is true. Identical initial conditions can be
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rerun on identical machines and reproduce exact results. However any real computer system has a real number round off which is machine dependent (even though
they all meet IEEE standards). Because of this, chaotic systems (in which evolution
depends strongly on initial conditions) can give difference results when run on different machines with “identical” initial conditions. This is often the case for shock
wave simulations, which as a rule are strongly chaotic.
3.2.2

Comparison with Experiment
There is one final note which must be made on the use of MD to solve

problems. Although MD allows for the simulation of ever-increasing system sizes,
there is often a large gap between the length scales of a simulation and the length
scales of related experiments. Any work which does not explicitly attempt to bridge
(or eliminate) this gap is doing the field a disservice. Scaling arguments, either by
theory or by convergence, must be in place to give our work any credibility in the
larger framework of physics. In this work, we have selected a problem with scales
that match directly with our simulation. This is a rare opportunity to compare
simulation directly with experiment, without scaling. This is one of the initial
motivations for our study.

3.3

Shock Simulation Literature and Methods
Modern study of shock waves in solids was spurred into action in the 1950’s

and 1960’s by the need for technical data to support increasingly critical national
defense programs following World War II. With that initial surge in experiment and
theory came a fledgling effort in numerical computation. For an excellent review of
early shock studies, see Holian (1995) [30].
It wasn’t until the early 1980’s that computation and visualization had ma-
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Year
2005
2000
1998
1988
1979

Number of
Author(s)
atoms
1010
Kadau, Germann and Lomdahl [45]
8
10
Germann, Holian, Lomdahl and Ravelo [23]
7
10
Holian and Lomdahl [37]
5
10
Holian [35]
3
10
Klimenko and Dremin [48]

Table 3.1: Brief history of shock simulation system sizes – From 1979 to 2005,
system size grew by more than seven orders of magnitude.
tured to the point that computation began to make a serious impact in shock science. Holian and Straub published a series of papers in 1978 [32] and 1979 [38]
that began to cut to the very heart of issues within the shock community. In these
papers, they left the theoretically tractable 1D and 2D problems behind, choosing
to plunge into ever more realistic simulations in 3D. In doing so, they were able
to settle the debate over the applicability of the jump conditions by showing that
steady-state shock fronts were the norm in 3D. Although it took another decade to
move beyond the simplest interatomic potentials, Holian and Straub began to show
by example that long debated principles of shock science (such as the applicability
of the Hugoniot-Rankine equations to solids) could be resolved by this increasingly
powerful tool.
In the past 15 years, since the early 1990’s, a synergy has developed in the
study of shocks. Just as computers have come of age in their ability to tackle very
large microscopic problems, shock experiments have largely moved from massive
explosives-driven tests to table-top laser-induced runs. The result has been a grand
convergence of the time and length scales available to experiment and simulation.
Holian and Lomdahl’s 1998 10-million-atom simulations [37] and Gupta and Rigg’s
fs-resolved x-ray diffraction experiments [71] are good examples of this convergence.
In recent years, emphasis has broadened from simply running with larger
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systems to running with more realistic interactions. Atomic potentials and reactive
simulations have enabled relatively realistic simulations of detonation, etc. Shock
induced transitions is another area of recent interest. Brad Holian continues his
tradition of reviewing the state of shock computation with his 2003 article which is
aptly titled, “Molecular Dynamics comes of age for Shockwave Research.” [31]
3.3.1

Standard Shock Simulation Methods

There are three standard ways to generate a shock wave in solids.
• Momentum Mirror – Here a shock is generated with a planar momentum

mirror that is drawn into and through a system of stationary particles. This

technique should bring to mind the impact of an infinitely massive piston
driving into a solid. In the simulation, any particle found behind the advancing
mirror plane has its position and momentum mirrored back across the plane. A
simple change of reference frame demonstrates that this method is equivalent
to a moving system of particles striking a stationary momentum mirror wall.
• Impactor – This method gets it name from a standard experimental method
for generating shocks. Here an impactor plate of material is constrained to

move through the system, driving a shock as it moves. Simulations can constrain the total velocity of the impactor particles, or constrain the velocity
only in the shock driving direction (allowing transverse motion), or constrain
the force on the particles. Here, as in experiments, the impactor plate particles
will exhibit a backward running shock wave if they are not held rigidly. Rigid
plates are called cold impactors if the total velocity is constrained and warm
impactors if only the velocity in the shock direction is constrained.
• Periodic Boundary Constriction – This method requires the system to be
periodic in at least one direction. By progressively shrinking the periodic cell,
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two shock fronts are generated that propagate in opposite directions perpendicular to the boundary plane.
In recent literature, the momentum mirror is by far the most common of these three
methods, and it has been implemented widely.
Once the shock wave is initiated, it traverses the system, evolving as it moves.
It is important to note that the simulation duration and simulation size are inherently linked. For instance, a shock wave which requires a long time to settle into a
steady state will require a large system, since the material consumed by a moving
shock is linear in the time it runs. This link makes large scale shock simulation particularly computationally expensive – simultaneously requiring large memory arrays,
massive computational power, and long compute times.
The typical response to this problem is to leave large scale simulations to the
national labs, where facilities are available for massively parallel computing. This
tendency might help explain the significant number of references to Brad Lee Holian
and his colleagues at Los Alamos National Lab within this chapter. However, some
groups within academia have attempted to simulate aspects of shock physics with
alternate techniques. These few attempts are reviewed in the following section.
3.3.2

Alternate Shock Simulation Methods

3.3.2.1

Co-moving frame

Klimenko and Dremin [48] were the first to introduce the idea of a moving
frame which travels with the shock front. This early simulation used fewer than
3000 particles to simulate shocks in Lennard-Jones argon. A shock was produced
with the cold impactor method and was observed until it became steady. The
authors scanned across the sample with a very narrow “moving analytical window,”
calculating a fine grain profile in temperature, density and velocity. Because their
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window contained only approximately 100 particles, they had significant statistical
noise problems. To smooth the thermodynamic profiles, they invoked the ergodic
principle, averaging over time, rather than over ensembles. In doing so, the authors
set the stage for an analysis of shock fronts within a co-moving frame of reference.
Here the sample size and run durations are so small that there is no issue with
adding or removing particles from the system. This work’s main contribution was
in the averaging method of the moving analytical window and the application of
time averaging to smooth continuous shock profiles.
Zhakhovskii, Zybin, et al. [3] [79] [80] [81] recently extended the co-moving
shock simulation window method by introducing a mechanism to add and remove
particles from the system. This advance allowed for much longer simulation runs
than would otherwise be possible.
Their method describes a limited simulation box with particles entering (with
velocity) on the right and departing on the left. The shock wave is generated by a
“finite-amplitude repulsive potential φp , which plays the role of a permeable piston
at the left boundary.”[80] Particles which surmount the repulsive potential on the
left are purged from the system. During the run, the shock wave front remains
centered in the simulation window. There is very little detail in these papers on the
repulsive potential used to drive the shock.
They apply their method to the Lennard-Jones argon system. They present a
multitude of thermodynamic profiles of the shock front, including potential energy,
velocity components, temperature, pressure and density. They also analyze the
velocity distributions as a function of the distance from the shock front.
The Zhakhovskii et al. work is significant because it addresses one of the
major concerns of traditional shock simulation methods. It decouples the duration
of a shock run from the spatial extent of the system. By introducing a treadmill
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system to his simulation, he is simulating only particles at the point in the system
which is of interest to his work.
3.3.2.2

Uniaxial Hugoniostat

The Uniaxial Hugoniostat, by Maillet, et al. [55], is another technique which
decouples system size from run duration. However, its target of study is the “final
state” of the shock, long after the front has passed. The Hugoniostat is an equilibrium MD technique which determines final thermodynamic and structural properties
of the material. The dynamics of the shock front are not simulated. The method
uses constrained dynamics to evolve a small sample through the shock process without simulating the entire system. This is done by adding an additional degree
of freedom to the system and an additional equation of motion derived from the
Hugoniot-Rankine Equation (i.e. the energy conservation jump condition, Equation
2.15). The revised equations of motion are

ṙi =

pi
m

ṗi = F − χpi

χ̇ = ν 2

E − Eo − 21 (Pxx + Po )(Vo − V )
N o

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

where χ is the heat-flow rate, E is specific internal energy, P is pressure, V is
specific volume, ν is the frequency of heat-flow rate and o is the unit of energy for
the interaction potential.
The authors report that the system’s response is highly dependent on the coupling strength within the equations of motion. Improper selection of ν can give wild
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temperature oscillations and inefficient coupling. The method’s results compared
well with non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of large systems. Both
the particle dynamics and the statistical properties of the sample were preserved by
the Hugoniostat method.
3.3.2.3

Further Method of Hugoniot Constraint

Reed, Joannopoulos, and Fried [68] [66] propose another thermodynamic
method for simulation of the state of a system behind a shock wave. They point
out that the Hugoniostat method “fails to capture the spontaneous formation of
multiple shock waves and dynamical effects such as long-lived metastable phases,
elastic-plastic phase transitions, and chemical reactions, which are ubiquitous in
shocked condensed matter.” Their method extends the Hugoniostat and also allows
small systems to evolve for long times without the need for large systems. The
authors report up to a factor of 105 speedup.
Their analysis also begins with the Hugoniot-Rankine equation but incorporates a Lagrangian formulation which alters the derived equations of motion.
1 US2
1
(Vo − V )2 + po (Vo − V )
(3.6)
L = T({ṙi }) − V({ṙi }) + QV̇ 2 +
2
2
2 Vo
where T and V are the kinetic and potential energies per unit mass and Q is a masslike parameter for the simulation cell size. V is the specific volume. This gives the
additional equation of motion for the volume of the system,
∂T
∂V
US2
QV̈ =
−
− po − 2 (Vo − V )
∂V
∂V
Vo

(3.7)

The method then uses the system volume as another degree of freedom, the
evolution of which is determined by the given equation of motion. The volume
is allowed to vary in only one direction, i.e. Vo − V = −xx Vo where xx is the
compressional strain in the x direction.
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3.3.3

Review of Current Shock Simulation Methods
As has been noted, the standard methods used to simulate shock waves are

powerful. They are so computationally expensive, however, that the study of steadystate shock waves in realistic potential systems as a function of shock strength is
effectively impossible. To date, researchers have dealt with this problem using one
or more of the following approaches:
1. use of simple potentials
2. study of transients before steady-states develop
3. sparse sampling of shock strength
4. application of an alternative method focusing on a small region of the shock
We’ll briefly discuss these approaches below, focusing on their suitability for our
current research goals of directly comparing shock front dynamics with experimental
results, as a function of shock strength.
Use of Simple Potentials
The use of Lennard-Jones and other simple potentials has been very successful in the study of general shock properties in solids. However, direct detailed
comparison to experimental results requires the use of a more realistic class of interatomic potentials.
Study of Transients Before Steady-States Develop
This is a simulation trick that is sometimes applied, knowingly and unknowingly, to reduce simulation resource demands. Steady states develop in time scales on
the order of tens of picoseconds, which can be a long time to simulate, but is a very
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short time in the experiment. Direct comparison to experiment on this scale would
therefore be extraordinarily difficult. In addition, since these transient systems are
not repeatable in an exact way, a statistical comparison would be necessary.
Sparse Sampling of Shock Strength
This is the best solution for standard shock techniques. The only obvious
drawback is that it allows for only very coarse details of the system’s response to
various shock loads. If relationships are simple, data can be interpolated based on
analytical fits. If relationships are not simple, more data points are necessary than
this approach can accommodate.
Application of an Alternative Method Focusing on a Small Region of the
Shock
The prior section presented three specific alternative methods for focusing
the simulation on only a particular part of the shock wave. We will evaluate each
of these here, again in light of our particular research goals.
3.3.3.1

Co-moving Frame Approach

The co-moving frame approach is very appealing for several reasons. First,
it allows for the shock front region to be efficiently studied by removing the need
to simulate material far ahead and far behind the shock front. Secondly, it is a
non-equilibrium molecular dynamics technique, which means that it can be used to
study the dynamics at the shock front, where the system is far from equilibrium.
There are, however, several drawbacks to the particular implementation due
to Zhakhovskii et al. First among these is the method of driving the shock. Recall
that an arbitrary finite potential acts as a permeable piston. The authors simply
state that “a special potential is used,” [80] omitting any details as to the form and
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amplitude. Our own research has shown that the details of the driving can have an
impact on the dynamics of the front. It is not clear whether such details were dealt
with here.
Secondly, Zhakhovskii et al. produce a single shock state per run, as in
traditional techniques. Mapping out the Hugoniot thus requires a multitude of
individual runs.
Finally, Zhakhovskii does not clearly state the general applicability of his
technique, nor offer any way to test accuracy or bound error.
It is important to note that these shortcomings are a result of the details of the implementation, not the method. We build on the significant work
of Zhakhovskii et al. in our own formulation of the co-moving frame in Chapter 5.
3.3.3.2

Constrained Dynamics Approaches

Both the uniaxial Hugoniostat method and the method of Reed, Joannopoulos and Fried constrain the system dynamics with equations derived from the Hugoniot relations. Both are equilibrium simulations, which are not rigorously applicable
to the dynamics at the shock front, where the system is far from equilibrium. Both
methods are instead highly efficient approaches to study of the evolving equilibrium
state behind the shock. Maillet et al, say, “We are interested in the final state long
after the shockwave has passed through the material, and not in the very interesting
but transient processes in the shock front.” [55]
Like Zhakhovskii and traditional simulation methods, these constrained dynamics approaches also produce only a single Hugoniot data point with each simulation run. The simulation window evolves as the state of the system evolves behind
the shock, as though the window were scanning back from the shock front across a
steady-state shock profile.
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3.3.4

Assessment of Current Methods
All of these methods have significant limitations in light of our current re-

search goals. For this reason, it has been necessary to develop a new method that
allows direct comparison of shock front dynamics with experimental results, as a
function of shock strength. The Continuous Hugoniot Method, discussed fully in
Chapter 5, is a reduced computation method that focuses on the non-equilibrium
dynamics at the shock front and provides system dynamics for a continuous range
of shock strengths in a single run. This is something no other current method can
accomplish.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Code Details

At this stage we have to get our hands dirty and take a closer look at the inner
workings of our simulation tool. We’ll start with some background, a schematic view
of the code and various components.
MSSPD is a branch from a code originally written by Dominic Holland in
partial fulfillment of his Ph.D. in Physics from the University of Texas at Austin.
His code SSPD is documented completely in his 1998 dissertation[39]. That code
was written for and first applied to the study of fracture in crystalline silicon. Since
that time, it has been generalized to study other materials such as silicon dioxide,
tin, Lennard-Jones 6 - 12, etc. It has further been expanded by the author to handle
fracture of amorphous materials and, most recently, shock waves in solids.
MSSPD is fully parallelized using the MPI standard message passing libraries.
The code is written in the C programming language. The code is designed to be
scalable. It can and has run on a single processor desktop/laptop or on a 1024processor massively parallel supercomputer.
The code has been compiled in Linux, Unix, and Windows environments on
Intel x86, AMD Athlon, Intel Opteron 64, IBX AIX, and Xeon architectures. The
code is completely portable to any machine with MPI libraries (MPICH or LAM)
with only minor makefile customization.
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4.1

MSSPD Program Flow Overview
The program is divided into three major sections: the setup, pre-diagnostics,

and main dynamics loop.
4.1.1

Setup

4.1.1.1

Starting MSSPD

The program is started from the command line with four argument parameters.
md md.cfg #, #, #
The first parameter specifies the master configuration file. The next three
specify the x, y, z dimensions of the parallel nodes. A single processor run would
be x = y = z = 1. x ∗ y ∗ z must equal the nodes available for processing. Execution
begins in the main.c procedure with the setup of the Message Passing Interface
(MPI), mpi setup.c.
4.1.1.2

MPI Setup

mpi setup.c creates a three-dimensional Cartesian grid of processor nodes
and assigns each a rank (unique identifier) and coordinates (location). These identifiers are stored in the global structure par and used to coordinate communication
between nodes of the run during the execution. One of the nodes is assigned rank
0, which establishes it as the root node. In general, in a parallel run, every node
runs each line of code, but occasionally a single node gathers or distributes data to
all others. This first among equals is the root node.
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4.1.1.3

Configuration Files and Variables

readin params.c is a flex routine that reads in the entire configuration variable slate from the master and secondary configuration files. In the example above,
md.cfg is the master configuration file, and simply lists five secondary files. These
are the setup config, the control config, the physics config, the crystal config, and
the parallel config files.
• Setup config - variables which globally establish the run, size, timesteps, execution switches, boundary condition switches, and behavioral variables such
as how often to execute upkeep and efficiency routines (neighbor lists, saves,
etc.).
• Control config - variables which control the behavior of major program com-

ponents. These are generally the tunable parameters between runs. They are
as diverse as the tools in the toolkit.

• Physics config - variable which determine the physical response of the system.

The parameters for the potential function are set here. The masses for each

particle type and values of fundamental constants are assigned.
• Crystal config - the crystallographic variables, the unit cell dimensions, the
primitive vectors and basis vectors. All are specified in (x, y, z) coordinates
which are the instructions for building a perfect crystalline lattice.
• Parallel config - housekeeping variables which set the maximum size for arrays
which hold particle information to be communicated between the nodes.

All of these files are read and variables set in the main procedure. Any of
these variables can be used globally in the subprocedures of the program by simply
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declaring the variable externally. Each processor node holds its own identical values
of these variables.
In the main procedure two additional structures are defined. They are the cr
and par structure variables. These are passed as pointers explicitly to the subprocedures, and each processor node holds its own unique values within these structures.
4.1.1.4

Allocating Data Structures

The two primary working data structures of the program, cr and par, are
defined in crystal.h and parallel.h, respectively.
4.1.1.5

Structure Crystal

This massive structure is passed as a pointer to almost every subprocedure
within MSSPD. It contains substructures which mimic three of the parameter files:
physics, control, and crystal. It also contains a substructure called ABOX, which is
used to handle particles more efficiently. Boxing particles will be discussed later in
the chapter. The structure crystal contains several arrays for holding data for each
particle. These are p for position and momentum components, pre p for the position
components at the previous step, dpdt for the force components, and type. Finally,
the structure holds single valued data on the current state of the system such as
pot (total potential energy), ke (total kinetic energy), temp (system temperature),
etc. There is also a grouping of variables for the neighbor list and MEAM potential,
both discussed later in the chapter. See Appendix B for full code for crystal.h.
4.1.1.6

Structure Parallel

This structure contains the MPI unique identifier and MPI coordinates of
the node: me, my x, my y, my z, respectively. It holds my n part and total n part,
which define the number of particles on the node and system, respectively. This
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structure also holds several arrays and variables necessary for communication between the nodes (e.g. send , recv , ghost ) and various bookkeeping variables for
communication. Finally, and importantly, it holds nod ?max and nod ?min for x,y,z
boundaries of the node and sys ?max and sys ?min for x,y,z boundaries of the
entire system. See Appendix B for full code of parallel.h.
The variables cr, of type struct crystal, and par, of type struct parallel,
are allocated memory for their arrays in make space.c. If the run is to be a fresh
run from a pristine crystal, make space.c takes configuration variables from the
configuration global variables. If the run is a continuation of a saved state, then it
reads these settings from a vitals file (discussed later in this chapter). make space.c
then calculates the maximum indices for particles on the node, for particles in an
internode communication swap, for particles in a neighbor list, and for boxes on the
node. These maximum indices are used to malloc the maximum possible memory
the run could possible require. If the request exceeds system resources, the run is
aborted and error returned. See make space.c in Appendix B for details on the
calculation of maximum indices.
4.1.1.7

Populating the Simulation

The simulation data can be constructed in two ways, depending on the value
off CT make crystal. When CT make crystal= 0, then readin config.c is called,
which reads the initial state of the new run from disk. The state of the system is
stored in three files. The first is a simple list with a line consisting of seven fields for
each particle: three real position components, three real momentum components,
and one type integer. The second file contains the pre-positions for each particle.
Each line holds the three position components from the timestep before. The third
file contains the vitals of the system, such as the boundaries, temperature, number
of particles, and node configuration. readin config.c then assigns this data to the
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corresponding arrays within the data structures, par and cr.
If CT make crystal= 1, then make crystal.c is run instead. In this case,
each node’s particles are generated by copying the unit cell at intervals of the primitive vectors. The replication begins at the origin and increments the translation
in x to xmax, then increments y, resetting x. This continues until ymax is reached,
then z, x, and y reset, until xmax, ymax, zmax is reached. This is repeated for
each basis.
The code also allows for crystal rotation on each node. This is accomplished
through rotate node.c. For a detailed description of crystal creation, see Dominic
Holland’s dissertation.
4.1.2

Pre-Diagnostics
At this point, main.c calls do physics.c and execution does not return to

the main procedure until all dynamics have terminated and only the cleanup remains.
The heart of the simulation is done within the dynamics loop within do physics.
But before the loop begins, several pre-diagnostic procedures can be run.
This section of the code is designed to be modular, almost like components of
a toolkit. Depending on the type of simulation, these pre-diagnostics can be turned
on or off. Others can be added. But this is the final opportunity to measure or
modify the system before time begins to creep forward and the system ages under
the guide of its equations of motion.
Some pre-diagnostics include:
• cut.c is used for crack simulations. It is a procedure which cuts the bonds

across the sample midway between z min and z max and measures the resulting change in system energy. This gives an approximate value of the Griffith
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point energy, or the energy to create surface. The system is returned to its
initial state at the procedure’s conclusion.
• strain.c is used for crack simulations. As the name implies, this routine

strains the system by incrementally inflating the z dimension. Details of the
process are set in the setup configurations file. At each strain increment, the
change in system energy is compared to the Griffith point energy found by
cut (or set in setup config file). The min strain, which gives an energy change
greater than the Griffith energy, is stored as the Griffith point strain. The
system is returned to its initial state at the procedure’s conclusion.

• seed.c is used for crack simulations. It places a seed crack into the system.

Details of the process are set in the setup config file. This is a permanent
deformation to the system before dynamics begin.

• unit dims.c is used to determine the primitive vectors for a known structure
and known interaction potential. It scales all three dimensions of the system

incrementally and returns the system energy for each step. By finding the
minimum energy, one can find the base structure of the solid. These values
often differ from experimental values by as much as a few percent.
• force test is a procedure designed to help debug a new potential. It cal-

culates the force on every particle in the system in two different ways and
compares the results. The first method is simply by calling the potential routine and returning the vector results of an analytical gradient of the potential.
The second method is a numerical gradient of the potential by comparing
changes in the potential for minute changes in particle location. This procedure is helpful when debugging a potential. Details of the process are set in the
setup config file. The system is returned to its initial state at the procedure’s
conclusion.
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4.1.3

Dynamics Loop
dyn step.c is the code executed at each timestep that controls the simulation

details, the physics, and advances the dynamics to the next step. There are four
major tasks in the loop. These are reporting, force calculation, integration of the
equations of motion, and various upkeep/efficiency/intervention routines.
4.1.3.1

Reporting

At the beginning of each step, the code calls reports.c. This routine is
responsible for writing data periodically to disc. The details of how it functions,
including file names, save intervals, etc. are given by the setup config file.
There are two types of saves. The first is a running output. Examples of
running output to file include energy and crack velocity files. These are continuously
appended to during execution as a record of the values’ variation in time. The second
type of save is a checkpoint save. These generally occur less frequently and contain
a complete dump of the system’s state. This checkpoint save includes three files per
node. The first file records the x, y, z position, px , py , pz momenta and particle type
for every particle. The second file records the x, y, z position of every particle at
one timestep prior. The third file records the system vitals, which include boundary
values, node structure, temperature, number of particles, etc. These three files per
node can be used to restart a simulation if the system fails. They can also be used
to continue runs which have successfully come to completion. See section 4.1.1.7 for
details on readin config.c.
4.1.3.2

Calculation of Forces

The calculation of forces is where all the physics of a model is concentrated.
The potential and force calculation is often the most time consuming component
of a simulation. Because of this they are generally also the most complex, since
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optimization usually requires loop manipulation, dummy variables, and complex
efficiency structures such as neighbor lists and volume boxing schemes. MSSPD
allows for several potentials to be selected by setup config file switches.
From dyn step.c, the procedure potential.c calls first an initialization routine named nrg force init.c. This routine either zeros the force on each particle
or presets it based on the temperature setting routines. It then selects and calls the
proper potential for the run.
In this section we’ll treat the potential procedure as a black box, describing
the input and output only. Specific potentials and their implementation will be
discussed in the results chapters where they are applied. Examples can be found in
Appendix C.
The potentials in MSSPD accept cr pointer structure and use the positions
of the particles within the system to calculate the values of dpdt, part pot, and
part ke, which are stored back in the cr pointer structure. These values refer to
a particle’s force, potential energy, and kinetic energy, respectively. Each potential
procedure further calculates the total energy of the particles on the node.
Potentials currently implemented are: Stillinger-Weber, EDIP, StillingerWeber-Rose, Lennard-Jones, MEAM-Sn, MEAM-Si, Hooke’s Law, Fueston-Garofalini.
4.1.3.3

Integrating the Equations of Motion

Once the force on each particle is calculated, the positions and velocities of
the next timestep can be generated from Newton’s 2nd Law,
F = ma
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(4.1)

and the definitions of acceleration and velocity
a =

dv
dt

(4.2)

v =

dx
dt

(4.3)

These ordinary vector differential equations are integrated numerically, using the
Verlet method.
XN+1 = 2XN − XN−1 +
PN+1 = M

F ∆t2
M

XN+1 − XN
∆t

(4.4)

(4.5)

The Verlet method [75] is fast, requires little storage, and can be shown to
be accurate to 4th order in ∆t. So for small timesteps, accumulated error can be
limited by selection of a smaller timestep, ∆t.
With the new positions and velocities calculated, the flow loops to the next
timestep, and reports.c is called for the new data.
Clearly, this overview of the program flow has left out many of the details.
A few have been alluded to in the text. The next section will discuss some of the
major program components, which are more easily described out of the context of
program flow.

4.2
4.2.1

Major Program Components
Efficiency Structures
It is often advantageous to know all the particles located within a certain

region or to know all the particles within certain proximity of another. These calculations and comparisons are trivial, but require global searches over the particle
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arrays. These searches cost the simulation time. In fact, they cost so much time
and are required so frequently that it becomes reasonable to sacrifice storage space
for efficiency. There are two natural index methods employed within MSSPD.
Boxes and boxit.c - Imagine all of space as an array of boxes or bins with
finite dimensions. One can assign every particle in space to a bin. And, in doing
so, create a list of particles in each box. Once this is done, a search for particles
along one edge of the system, for instance, can be accomplished by searching the
contents of only the boxes along that edge, rather than searching the whole system.
boxit.c accomplishes this task by populating an 1D array of struct ABOX, which is
an integer counter and 1D array for the index list. So for each box coordinate there
is a count and list. The max list size is 150 particles. If this is ever exceeded, the
box size must be set smaller in the control config file. Note that the system must
be reboxed at least each step, and even more frequently if particles are deformed or
reindexed.
Neighbor Lists and nbr lists.c - The neighbor lists are similar to boxes but
differ in two major ways. First, unlike boxes, which do not overlap in space or in
members, a particle can appear on many neighbor lists. Second, there is a neighbor
list associated with each particle in the system. The list contains the index of every
other particle within a cutoff distance - that is, every particle that could possible
interact with the list owner.
The neighbor list means that forces only need to be calculated between a
particle and the members of its neighbor list, not all the other particles! The details
can be set using variables from the control config file. Neighbor lists need to be
reconstructed each exchange. If exchange does not occur each step, a variable can
be set so that larger radii are used for the neighbor list cutoff. This allows the
neighbor list to be constructed less frequently. Use care!
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nbr lists.c builds lists by searching all boxes that overlap the volume of a
sphere of radius equal to the cutoff distance. The number of neighbors is stored in
the array in the crystal pointer structure called no nnbrs. The indices of neighbors
are all stored in one large 1D array nnbr indx, which the indexing of first neighbor of
each particle denoted in big2 first nbr. See Appendix C for full code of boxit.c
and nbr lists.c.
4.2.2

Parallel Code and Internode Communication
The MSSPD code is spatially parallel. This means that the simulation volume

and particles are divided among processors just as one would slice and distribute a
cake at a wedding. Each processor works on its own piece of the problem with as
much independence as possible.
If the particles were completely non-interacting, then the system could run
indefinitely without communication between nodes. Particles in real materials, however, do interact and therefore require some data sharing between nodes. That said,
neutral particles in a solid or liquid tend to interact with neighbors only on a very
short range. Screening reduces the interaction to only a few nearest neighbor shells
in many cases. Thus, in these cases, a particle’s trajectory is influenced only by
particles within a nanometer-scale cutoff distance. This cutoff distance is model
specific.
Consider a particle in the center of one of our simulation nodes. So long
as it is farther than the potential’s cutoff from a node boundary, its dynamics are
never influenced by the particles on the other nodes. However, particles within
the cutoff distance of the node boundary cannot be properly evolved without some
information communicated from its adjacent node. We address this problem by
introducing ghost particles to each node.
Ghost particles are placeholder particles that are added to each node’s po55

sition/momentum arrays to represent particles residing on other nodes, but within
a cutoff length of their boundary. These ghost particles are included in force calculations for resident particles, but are not themselves evolved. Instead, they are
discarded at each timestep, and recommunicated to neighbor nodes. This process is
known as a ghost exchange.
4.2.3

Exchange and Advance
At least once per timestep, dyn step.c calls the procedure exchange.c, which

orchestrates internode communications through two mechanisms. The first is the
ghost exchange, as described above, which shares position data for particles within
a cutoff length of a node boundary. The second is the full exchange, which rehomes
resident particles that have moved into another node’s spatial jurisdiction. The
details and frequency of full exchanges are governed by parameters set in the control
config file.
The MPI transfer for ghost exchanges is handled by repeated calls to the procedure ghost swap.c. This simple procedure first removes existing ghost particles,
then searches boxes at the nodes’ extremes for particles which should be ghosted to
neighbors. An integer count and temporary transfer array is populated, and these
are transferred using MPI Irecv and MPI Isend calls. These calls are non-blocking
immediate sends and receives. These new ghost particles are then appended to the
position/momentum arrays of each receiving node.
The MPI transfer for a full exchange is carried out in a similar way. The
major differences are first that velocities and pre-positions must be exchanged for
true particles, and second that particles must be removed from the sender, and
arrays must be compacted after a full exchange.
The motivation and implementation of advance.c will be discussed in detail
in the next chapter. However, it makes sense at this point to acknowledge that
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it too plays a major role in internodal communication. Briefly stated, there are
times when the system’s nodal boundaries must shift. This boundary translation
is accomplished by a mechanism which is nearly identical to the full exchange. In
these cases, however, chunks of particles all shift in the same direction. The advance
routine is used in crack and shock simulations to great effect, as the next chapter
will show.
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Chapter 5
Continuous Hugoniot Method

5.1

Two Problems of Traditional Shock Simulation
There are two major issues with applying traditional simulation methods to

the study of the dynamics near the shock front:
• The first is simply an issue of efficiency. To produce the environment at the
front, one must simulate a large and ever-growing system, of which the front
constitutes only a very small fraction.
• The second issue is that the conditions within a steady-state shock take long
times to arise, and each computationally-expensive shock run results in only

a single data point.
Our goal in this chapter is to address each of these deficiencies with an
efficient approach. Our method focuses computational resources only on the shock
front, while simultaneously producing a continuum of shock strength final states in
a single run.
We will take each issue in turn. Section 5.2 addresses system reduction with a
technique we have developed to “treadmill” the shock simulation. Section 5.3 deals
with moving directly from shock state to shock state. These two taken together
describe a new approach we call the Continuous Hugoniot Method.
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5.2

System Reduction
As was described in Chapter 3, long shock simulations require massive amounts

of computer resources. Let’s do some grossly simplified math. First assume that
total processor time is roughly proportional to the system size multiplied by the
number of steps,
TCOMP ∝ SIZE × STEPS

(5.1)

So, for simulations of constant size, processor time is roughly proportional to the
number of steps. However, in the case of shock waves, fracture, and other propagating systems, the number of steps dictates the size of the system. If the size is linear
in the number of steps (i.e. the shock/crack travels at constant velocity), then the
total processor time is proportional to the square of the run duration,
TCOMP ∝ SIZE × STEPS
∝ (STEPS)2

(5.2)
(5.3)

Further, memory requirements grow roughly linearly with the number of steps.
When one considers that it can take tens of thousands of steps to reach steady state
solutions, the implications are clear. There would be great advantage to a simulation
technique which modeled the front with a system which did not grow in time.
5.2.1

Comparison to Fracture
We have experience with molecular dynamics simulations of cracks, where

we found ways to reduce computer time enormously by focusing on crack tips. As
a single crack raced along, we pasted new material in front of it and purged broken
material behind. This procedure, sometimes called “tread milling,” made it possible
to follow cracks for long times using small numbers of atoms and without loss of
accuracy.
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Thus, when we began to conduct MD simulations of shock waves, it was
natural to ask whether a similar technique could be employed. The answer, as we
will demonstrate, is “yes,” but there are more technical hurdles to overcome with
shocks than there were for cracks. The primary difference is that once a crack has
passed through a solid, the material behind it becomes static and irrelevant for
further dynamics. The system is driven from ahead by energy stored in stretched
bonds. A shock, by contrast, is driven from behind, and one cannot casually discard
material without first ensuring that the statistical conditions in the wake of the shock
are preserved.
Tread milling in a shock system means moving with the shock front, simulating only the particles in the neighborhood of the moving front.
5.2.2

Shock Treadmill: Appending Ahead
A buffer zone of undisturbed crystal must always exist ahead of the shock

front, but this buffer need not be large. From Equation 2.5 we know the shock
travels faster than any wave in the uncompressed material, so we do not need to
be concerned with preheating or dispersion. The buffer zone we maintain is 25 to
50 lattice planes wide. The initial temperature is set by a Langevin thermostat,
and particles within a unit cell of the system’s forward edge are frozen in place to
prevent surface reconstructions.
As the system evolves, the shock front consumes material, advancing into
the buffer zone. The shock front location, continually updated at a set interval
of timesteps, is used to trigger an advance event when the size of the buffer zone
(measured from the system’s forward edge to the shock front) falls below the userdefined minimum.
At the advance event, a block of crystal is generated by and appended to
each forward node, and the system boundary is extended forward. The generated
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crystal must have thickness equal to an integer multiple of the crystal unit cell and
have zero initial temperature to prevent a mismatch with the frozen forward edge
of the system. Finally, all the node boundaries are shifted to share the burden of
the new volume.
5.2.3

Shock Treadmill: Purging Behind
The requirements for a smooth and valid purge event will be discussed at

length in the next section. For now, we assume these requirements are satisfied and
discuss the steps of the purge process.
At each advance event, the total system size is calculated. A purge event
is initiated if the system size exceeds a user-defined maximum. As has been mentioned previously, the truncation of the system behind the front can be very delicate
because the system is driven from behind. Care must be taken to preserve the thermodynamic properties at the back edge of the system and not to introduce any
unphysical disturbance that might propagate through the system.
Material is purged in a block equal in volume to the block appended during
an advance. Because the purged material is compressed, however, there are more
particles purged than appended in a single event. For this reason, there are a factor
of ρo /ρ fewer purge events than advance events.
A purge begins with the back-most nodes measuring the temperature in a
region surrounding the purge point. The back boundary is then shifted forward and
the back-most nodes are searched for particles beyond the new boundary. These
particles are dropped from the system arrays. The purge event always follows the
shock piston advance. After the purge, therefore, the shock piston advance must be
repeated. Finally, the node boundaries are shifted to share the burden of the new
volume. From this point, the system is evolved normally.
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5.2.4

Conditions for Applicability
Our goals in this system reduction method are to simulate without approx-

imation the dynamics at the front of a shock wave without devoting computing
resources to simulate the entire system behind the shock. To do this, we require
(1) that the final shock be in a steady state, and (2) that a thermalized equilibrium
thermodynamic state evolve quickly (i.e. within a short distance) behind the shock
front.
In some cases, this thermodynamic state is the equilibrium final state given
by the Hugoniot relation. In others, it is an intermediate state. Our method requires only that we can replicate the thermodynamic properties at the purge with
a Maxwellian velocity distribution.
These two conditions and their motivation can be subtle, so we’ll discuss
each with some of our simulation results to illustrate the issues.
5.2.4.1

Condition 1: System Has Reached Steady State

A traditional shock simulation begins with a sample system of uniform initial
density. As the shock drives into the system, transients form and the shock front
velocity surges and ebbs with each internal reflection of waves within the compressed
material. This violent transient state slowly calms as the high-amplitude shortwavelength components are the first to die away. What remains after only a few
picoseconds is a relatively stable shock profile that nonetheless evolves in time. This
intermediate stage can easily be confused with a steady state, especially compared
to the initially violent transients. Figure 5.1 shows the slow progress toward the
final density for a single shock run in tin at a shock strength parameter of vp =
3000 m/s. This process is characterized by long-wavelength waves and material
transport through the system.
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Figure 5.1: Density convergence versus timesteps – The average final density
for a 3000 m/s shock seed run in tin shows an exponential approach to its final
steady-state value. The average density convergence took approximately three times
longer than it took for the more obvious short-wavelength transients to disappear
from the system.

True steady states, in which particle dynamics repeat cyclically, is not achievable in a shock system. The process is inherently chaotic at the particle level. At
some point, however, usually within a few tens of picoseconds ( 30,000 to 100,000
timesteps), the density behind the shock saturates at a final value and the smallscale fluctuations cease to transport material. The system has reached an average
steady state.
It is at this point that we begin to apply our system reduction technique.
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The first purge is done manually to bring the system to the proper system size. The
reduced system is then evolved for 10,000 steps to ensure that the profile is in fact
steady in time in the reduced system.
Application of a purge too early, before the average steady state has formed,
produces new transients in the reduced system.
It is conceivable that very early application of the system reduction could
actually help drive the system to the average steady state more quickly. The argument is that small systems equilibrate more quickly than large ones. This was
not seriously investigated, however, because there is no reason to assume that the
steady-state front dynamics are unique for a given piston velocity, and there is also
no method to bound the error of our method without a comparison to a known
quantity. Here the known quantity is the result given by the full traditional shock
simulation, which gives us our initial steady state profile. We call this a “seed” or
“baseline.” The term “seed run” indicates that this is the initiation point of our
Hugoniot ramp method, described later in the chapter. The interchangeable term
“baseline run” indicates that this is a point of comparison to which our reduced
system method can be compared. This too will be discussed later as we attempt to
put a bound on the error of the Hugoniot ramp method.
5.2.4.2

Condition 2: The Shock Thermalized Within the Reduced System

The basic principle upon which our system reduction method is based is
that we can merge the ideas of thermodynamic analysis with the ideas of molecular
dynamics. We are basically offering a very simple multiscale or hybrid method that
allows us to replace the many, many degrees of freedom of particles behind the
shock with a narrow boundary region which, on average, provides the exact same
driving conditions. We assume, that is, that the individual motions of atoms far
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behind the shock really don’t affect the dynamics of the shock front in anything but
a statistically averaged way. Those statistics, however, are important.
We will describe the piston conditions more fully in the next section, but
for now it is enough to know that the statistics of the piston boundary are set by
a Langevin thermostat. One can show that this will, on average, give isotropic
Maxwellian velocity distributions that approximate an equilibrium state. By selecting these statistics, we have put a condition on the applicability of this method.
It is well known that the conditions at the shock interface are highly anisotropic
and far from equilibrium. The velocity distributions there are not Maxwellian. It
is also known, however, that these conditions decay to an equilibrium state behind
the shock front. The details of the length scales within which this occurs are controversial. Moreover, they certainly depend on the material, the initial conditions,
and the shock strength, as well as any number of variables which are very difficult
to quantify, such as defect density, defect nucleation, defect mobility, etc.
Although it is difficult to know, a priori, how large the reduced system size
must be, it is relatively easy to test for it. One can simply sample the seed run
and determine the degree of thermalization from a set of velocity distributions at
increasing distances back from the front.
An example of velocity distribution data is shown in Figure 5.2. This data
comes from a shock melt run in tin at shock pressure 1.4 Mbar (corresponding to
a shock strength parameter, vp = 3000 m/s) – well within the strong shock regime.
The data is plotted log-linear to accentuate the tails of the distributions. The vy and
vz data fall on top of each other, while the vx data are centered on the piston velocity,
vp = 3000 m/s. All three distributions indicate identical temperature. These data
come from a 25 Å slice of the system approximately 200 Å behind the shock front.
We can see a very good Gaussian fit, which indicates the system is well thermalized.
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Figure 5.2: Thermalized velocity distributions – Velocity distribution functions
in vx , vy and vz for a 25 Å slice of material approximately 200 Å behind the shock
front in a vp = 3000 m/s shock run in tin are shown with Gaussian fits. The data,
plotted in log-linear to accentuate the tails, fits nicely, indicating that the material
has thermalized to a Maxwellian distribution.

Thus, in a similar way, we can demonstrate that our system sizes fall within
the conditions of thermalization for each system of study.
5.2.5

Piston Boundary Characteristics
It was observed early in this work that the piston boundary conditions were

going to play a very important role in the ability to drive the system smoothly. In
traditional shock simulations, one does not need to worry about the piston interac66

tion because it is generally recognized that the piston is only an idealized driver and
that detailed response is irrelevant. Moreover, the piston grows further and further
isolated from the shock as the system grows with time. Any piston-generated spatial
correlations in the system decay away in a trivially small percentage of the whole
system.
In our reduced systems, we need to be much more careful with the piston
interaction. The piston cannot be allowed to produce spatial correlation, and the
purge events must be smooth to ensure that no periodic pulses are introduced to
disturb the front dynamics.
Figure 5.3 demonstrates the problems generated by driving a tin melt with a
momentum mirror alone vs. driving the same system with a momentum mirror and
strong stochastic forcing region. The spatial correlations are clearly visible without
the stochastic forcing (top) and disappear when it is introduced (bottom). Weak
Langevin thermostats showed results similar to those of the momentum mirror alone.
We found that damping coefficients very nearly equal to 1/timestep were necessary
to prevent the effect.
Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of the impact after 100 timesteps (30 fs) on
both density profile and particle dynamics due to the introduction of a purge event
for each piston boundary type. The white particles are the evolved positions if no
purge occurs. The top diagram and red density profile show the distortion caused
by the momentum mirror. The bottom diagram and green density profile show the
distortion if a stochastic region is added. Solid particles indicate the particles of the
purged systems. These are hidden if they coincide with the particle locations of the
unpurged system. One should note that the impact is smaller and noticeably less
directional (left leaning) with the stochastic forcing.
Figure 5.5 shows a similar plot after 500 steps. This is approximately the
period between purge events in this system at this shock strength (vp = 3000 m/s).
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Figure 5.3: Removal of piston-induced spatial correlations – Two particle
slices illustrate the potential problem of spatial correlations developing near the
piston boundary. (top) The momentum mirror alone shows a clear particle concentration at the piston surface with a first-neighbor gap clearly developing. (bottom)
Adding a region of stochastic forcing ahead of the momentum mirror removes the
problem.
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Figure 5.4: Boundary profiles after 30 fs – Density and particle profiles after 100
timesteps (30 fs) are compared to the system evolved without purging for both types
of piston boundary conditions at shock strength parameter, vp = 3000 m/s in tin.
(top and in red) Results are shown for the momentum mirror alone. (bottom and
in green) Results are shown for the momentum mirror with stochastic forcing. The
unpurged density profile is solid. The unpurged particle profile results are shown
in white, concealing the purged data where there is perfect agreement. The piston
with Langevin thermostat gives better agreement with the undisturbed system.
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Figure 5.5: Boundary profiles after 150 fs – Density and particle profiles after
500 timesteps (150 fs) are compared to the system evolved without purging for both
types of piston boundary conditions at shock strength parameter, vp = 3000 m/s in
tin. (top and in red) Results are shown for the momentum mirror alone. (bottom
and in green) Results are shown for the momentum mirror with stochastic forcing.
The unpurged density profile is solid. The unpurged particle profile results are shown
in white, concealing the purged data where there is perfect agreement. The piston
with Langevin thermostat gives better agreement with the undisturbed system. The
bold vertical line indicates where the next purge boundary would fall. A purge in
this system occurs at approximately 500 timestep intervals at steady-state.
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The vertical black line indicates the amount that would be purged. We see that
in both cases the impact of the boundary is mitigated by the next purge. The
distortion here again is least with the strong stochastic forcing added.
It should be emphasized at this point that our goal in this is not to exactly
reproduce particle trajectories. Our goal is actually two-fold: first, to accurately
reproduce the velocity distributions at the purge point; and secondly (and more
applicable here) to produce as small a disturbance as possible at the purge event.
The momentum mirror with strong stochastic forcing accomplishes both goals best.
5.2.6

Confirmation of Reduced System Evolution
At the end of this section, two questions are still unanswered: “Does it work?”

and “Why should we care?”
The answer to the second question is immediate. This reduced system is a
necessary prerequisite to the Hugoniot ramp method described in the next section.
The success of that method certainly justifies the efforts described above.
The answer to the first question is best delivered by Figure 5.6. Here we
see the shock density profiles of a traditional shock simulation at two snapshots
(solid) separated by 7.5ps. The runs were produced in Stillinger-Weber at a shock
intensity of vp = 2500 m/s. Stillinger-Weber is a covalent model for Silicon we used
as an early test of our methods. Overlaying the earlier (left) profile is the profile of
a reduced system (dotted) derived by purging the traditional profile. The reduced
system was then evolved independently for the same time. The results are show to
the right and in detail. The reduced system, evolved for 7.5ps (25,000 timesteps),
matches the traditional profile almost exactly. The discrepancy is clearly within the
noise fluctuation of the system.
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Figure 5.6: System reduction technique demonstrated – Two density profile
snapshots for a shock strength of vp = 2500m/s for Stillinger-Weber potential are
shown. The left seed profile and its reduced version (red) are evolved independently
for 7.5 ps. The result is shown to the right in the same plot. The seed and reduced system agree to within the system noise, demonstrating the system reduction
method. (inset) The final results are compared in the detail.

5.3

Moving Along the Continuous Hugoniot Path
It is extremely expensive in computing time and resources to characterize a

material’s shock response. Mapping a particular observable as a function of shock
strength means gathering data one point at a time – one complete shock run (perhaps
days long) per datum. Moreover, most of this computational effort goes into simulation of transients (which are usually not of interest) as the system slowly evolves to
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the necessary steady state. For complex realistic potentials, this approach quickly
becomes overwhelmingly expensive, and even researchers at the largest computing
facilities must be content with a sparse sampling of shock strengths.
The goal of our continuous Hugoniot method is to move directly, state to
state, along the final shock-state curve – the Hugoniot curve. This is not possible
experimentally. But we will demonstrate that it is possible through computer simulation, and that the results of this new method compare well with published results
using traditional methods. More importantly, our method dramatically expands
the questions that can realistically be solved with today’s computers. And, finally,
it allows us, for the first time, to measure physical characteristics as a continuous
function of shock strength.
5.3.1

Doing What Cannot Be Done
Every introductory text on shock science begins with a discussion of the

Hugoniot-Rankine conservation equations and the Hugoniot relation. (See Chapter
2.) As we have discussed, the Hugoniot is a locus of final states which are gathered
from many individual shock experiments or simulations. Most texts take pains to
emphasize that the Hugoniot is not a thermodynamic path.
It can’t be put any plainer than this except by T. J. Ahrens in High-Pressure
Shock Compression of Solids:
In the case of the isotherm and isentrope, it is possible to follow, as a
thermodynamic path, the actual isotherm or isentrope curve to achieve
a state on the isotherm or isentrope. A shock, or Hugoniot, state is
different, however. The Hugoniot state, P1 , V1 , is achieved via a thermodynamic path given by the straight line called a Rayleigh line. Thus
successive states along the Hugoniot curve cannot be achieved, one from
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another, by a shock process [1].
What we will achieve through our simulation method is not possible experimentally.
Figure 5.7 shows the Rayleigh lines which define the loading paths to each state of
the Hugoniot (left) and the loading path which we will use to reach the same state
points (right).
5.3.2

Continuous Hugoniot Method Details
Our simulation procedure is straight forward. We outline in it four stages.

The first two have already been discussed in Section 5.2, and are briefly reviewed.
Seed – We begin each simulation with a traditional shock wave computation. This
initial long duration, full-system run is allowed to continue to its final shock steady
state. This steady state is our first point on the shock Hugoniot and serves to seed
our subsequent analysis. In figure 5.7 this is represented by the lower Rayleigh line
from the initial state to the beginning of the Hugoniot ramp.
Reduce – At this point, we truncate the system to a fixed width, leaving pristine
material ahead and slab of compressed material behind. The reduced system width
is determined by the seed’s front thermalization length. We match the pre-existing
velocity distributions at the purge point with a Langevin thermostat, and a momentum mirror prevents particle loss. The piston velocity and mean velocity of the
thermostat are equal, and this value, vp , serves as the external control parameter
for shock strength.
Shock strength ramp – To this reduced system, we introduce a quasistatic increase to the shock forcing parameter. The goal is to increase the shock strength,
while always maintaining a direct mechanical coupling between the forcing on the
left and the response on the right. A schematic is shown in Figure 5.8. The piston
velocity increases by a set amount per timestep. The temperature of the stochastic
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Figure 5.7: Hugoniot as a destination versus path – (left) The Hugoniot is
illustrated as a collection of final shock states. Each final state is reached by a
straight line loading path from the initial state, known as a Rayleigh line. A small
collection of the infinite number of Rayleigh lines are shown. (right) The Continuous
Hugoniot Method follows the path of the Hugoniot, state-to-state, from the initial
point which is reached with a seed run. The initial and terminal seed runs are shown
as Rayleigh lines. In both figures the Hugoniot is shown in blue and the loading
path(s) in red.

forcing is updated every purge to match the distribution at the purge point. The
point of forcing always remains a set distance behind the shock front. This process
continues until the shock strength parameter has reached the desired value, at which
point the simulation terminates.
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Terminal seed comparison – Finally, a second seed run is made with a shock
strength matched to the final value of the shock strength ramp. This allows the
final state of the Hugoniot ramp to be compared directly to a traditional shock run
to identify any problems and to serve as an error check. If any significant difference
is noted, the method is designed to be iterative. This will be discussed below.
5.3.2.1

Validity of Shock States

A quick review of Section 2.9 will remind the reader of the conditions that
give rise to the shock or Hugoniot state. They are, briefly, that the shock must be
steady and that the final state must be in equilibrium. The latter is guaranteed by
our thermalization test before we reduce the system. The former is guaranteed, so
long as our quasistatic ramp loading is slow enough. If the ramp rate is too fast,
the system is not quasi-steady. The left of Figure 5.9 shows an example of such a
situation. On the right is a quasistatic example.
If the ramp rate is quasistatic, the profile is steady and small changes have
time to equilibrate across the entire system. One can say that the system is acting
together, or that the driving and response are mechanically coupled. If this coupling
is not maintained, the foundation of the Hugoniot-Rankine equations is eroded, and
off-Hugoniot states are produced.
This is the essential property of this method – our ability to very slowly
ramp the shock strength parameter while simultaneously assuring that the driving
is mechanically coupled to the shock response. This is impossible in any experiment.
We accomplish it by the way we drive our system always from a set distance
behind the front. This is in sharp contrast to any experiment where the driving
is applied at an ever-increasing distance. If one tried to ramp the shock driving
velocity in an experimental situation, the result would be isentropic compression
rather than a shock response[73]. This is an active area of research, but it is not our
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Figure 5.8: Quasistatic loading of the Continuous Hugoniot Method – The
idealized quasistatic loading path is shown with loading path following the Hugoniot
exactly. (inset) In reality the loading is incremented discretely each time step with
an increase in the shock strength parameter, vp , and the system responds. If this
piston velocity ramp is done slowly (i.e. quasistatically), the state of the system
remains arbitrarily close to the Hugoniot shock state.

goal here. A sketch of the contrast between isentropic loading and our continuous
Hugoniot ramp is shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Responses to shock strength ramp rate – (left) Too fast a shock
strength ramp rate will produce a transient, inclined density profile as shown on
the left. The driving and the front are no longer mechanically coupled. (right) The
density response to a proper ramp rate is shown. Slow, quasistatic loading assures
no intermediate states between the piston and front.

5.3.2.2

Velocity Ramp Rate

We can derive an upper bound for the rate at which the shock strength
control parameter can be varied. We nondimensionalize the velocity by the wave
speed of the system, and the time by the return time of the acoustic waves in the
system.

ṽp =

vp
CS

and

t̃ =

t
2L/CS

(5.4)

where CS is the sound speed in the shocked state behind the front. The condition
for a quasistatic ramp is then given by

˜˙vp  1
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(5.5)

Figure 5.10: Comparison to isentropic loading – (top) A series of schematic
timesteps shows a simple depiction of isentropic loading. Here the loading is ramped
slowly and point of loading gets ever farther from the front of the disturbance.
The driving and front become decoupled, thus preventing a shock interface from
forming even when the loading gets very high. The loading path follows an isentrope.
(bottom) A similar schematic shows our loading which keeps the system’s driving
and front coupled. In this case, the response is captured by the shock relations. The
loading follows a Hugoniot.

which gives
d(vp /CS )
dṽp
=
˜˙vp =
1
dt̃
d(t/ C2LS )

(5.6)

and thus gives the condition on the velocity ramp rate:
C2
dvp
 S
dt
2L

⇒

dvp
C2
 o
dt
2L

(5.7)

where the final step substitutes Co for CS since it is a more easily calculated quantity
and further bounds the value of the velocity ramp rate.
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Note that the maximum allowed rate which maintains mechanical coupling
between the forcing and response goes to zero for large systems. For this reason,
large and especially growing systems present problems for the method.

5.4

Conclusions
We have presented a new shock simulation method, the Continuous Hugoniot

Method, which allows for the simulation of non-equilibrium processes at the shock
front in an efficient manner. The approach combines the co-moving frame technique with a quasistatic ramp of the piston driving velocity. The co-moving frame
technique allows for the front dynamics ahead of large steady-state shock systems
to be simulated with a moving window that minimizes computing expense. The
quasistatic ramp of the shock driving allows us to move directly from shock Hugoniot state to shock Hugoniot state. This technique is only possible in simulation
and requires system sizes to remain relatively small. We have further outlined the
conditions in which our method is applicable and an estimate for a bound to the
ramp rate which assures quasistatic conditions.
The following chapter will outline the application of the method to a known
system for the purposes for verifying its effectiveness and accuracy.
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Chapter 6
Method Confirmation Results in
Lennard-Jonesium

Portions of this chapter have been submitted for publication in the Proceedings
of the 14th Biennial Conference of the APS Topical Group on Shock Compression
of Condensed Matter (SCCM), August 2005
This chapter details the application of the Continuous Hugoniot Method on
a very well characterized system. The purpose being to compare the results of
this new approach to the body of published findings which use traditional methods.
This has allowed us to test the workings and features and limitations of our method,
while always having a firm comparison point. The work presented here is all original
research, although the results in almost every case duplicate the work of others. The
point, of course, is to emphasize exactly how well these results duplicate the results
of others. In so doing, we show the validity of this new method.
We use the Lennard-Jones potential, which has been widely used to study
shock waves in solids and liquids [35] [61] [30] [9] [37] [38]. The reader interested
in history of science would be rewarded by reading the interesting and anachronistic 1932 treatise by Lennard-Jones [51] where he presents the potential. Although
simple in form and application, the Lennard-Jones potential exhibits much of the
phenomenological shock complexity of more “realistic” potentials. We selected it
for two primary reasons. First, there is an extensive literature on its shock response,
including a published Hugoniot and Hugoniot fit in Us –vp space; second, the potential is very fast to compute. This second feature is critical, because we expected
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to need to do an extensive series of traditional (full time – full space) seed runs as
comparisons. This proved not to be necessary due to the very good agreement of the
Continuous Hugoniot Method with published results. The computational efficiency
was, however, important in early research during which many runs were made to
map out the material’s shock response as a function of the shock driving parameter.
See Appendix C for detail on the Lennard-Jones potential.

6.1

Lennard-Jones Implementation
We chose to use the cubic-spline Lennard-Jones 6 – 12 potential of Holian [33]

in order to allow easy comparison with published Hugoniot results of Germann et
al. [23]. The spline method uses the traditional Lennard-Jones 6 – 12 form
 

σ 12  σ 6
φ1 = 4
−
r
r

(6.1)

for radii from zero to the inflection point, rspl , which is just beyond the maximum
well depth. Between rspl and a point rmax , the potential is given by
2
2
φ2 = −a2 (rmax
− r 2 )2 + a3 (rmax
− r 2 )3

(6.2)

The conditions for smoothness of the energy and force at the inflection point give
φ1 (rspl ) = φ2 (rspl )

(6.3)

φ01 (rspl ) = φ02 (rspl )

(6.4)

and φ001 (rspl ) = φ002 (rspl )

=

0

(6.5)

which uniquely determine a2 , a3 and rspl , rmax .
The cubic-spline method is an efficient truncation method that does not
introduce a discontinuity at the cutoff. See Figure 6.1.
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a2
a3
rspl
rmax
σ

m

0.5424494 σ
0.09350527 σ
1.244455 σ
1.711238 σ
3.405 Å
119.8kB K
6.63×10−26 kg

Table 6.1: Lennard-Jones spline parameters – taken from Holian [33] to agree
with the Germann et al. Hugoniot fit

6.2

Simulation Details
All of the shock simulations we discuss here were made in Lennard-Jonesium.

The initial state for our runs was the zero-temperature ground state of the material,
the face-centered-cubic crystal structure with unit cell dimension 5.314 Å = 1.561σ.
The shock was oriented to run along the <100> direction. All runs were 20 × 20
lattice planes in cross-section, transverse to the shock plane. The initial temperature
varied from zero to 10 K = 0.083 kB T/. Although results are not found to depend
on the initial temperature for shock driving velocities, vp above 1000 m/s = 0.75 Co .
Temperature was set by a weak Langevin thermostat on the incoming particles. We
employed periodic boundary conditions in each of the transverse directions. The
integration timestep was 0.3 femtoseconds.
Runs using the traditional shock simulation methods, referred to as seed
runs, were driven by a warm impactor method. These seed simulations grew in time
to greater than 600 Å in length, and consisted of approximately 100,000 particles.
Runs using the Continuous Hugoniot Method were driven by the methods
described in the previous chapter. These ramp runs were held to 200 Å in length,
and consisted of approximately 20,000 particles, at any one time. However, the
effective system size of these tread milling runs was almost 1.3 µm in length and
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Figure 6.1: Lennard-Jones energy function – The Lennard-Jones 6 – 12 interatomic potential energy is plotted versus atom separation distance. The two-body
potential is a function of only rij . Two versions of the potential are plotted. The
cubic spline method we used is in green, while the standard untruncated version is
shown in blue.

approximately 1,280,000 particles.
Shock run durations depended on the type of run. In all cases the shocks
were given time to establish a steady state. In seed runs this took between 30 to 60
ps (100,000 to 200,000 timesteps). The application of our new method began with
a steady state seed run and was then evolved for an additional 0.3 ns (1,000,000
timesteps).
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6.3

Regimes of Shock Response in Lennard-Jones
We find that Lennard-Jones supports all three shock wave regimes. Each is

characterized by a unique shock response which agrees with the descriptions of the
literature. The range of shock driving velocity, vp , and a qualitative description is
reported for each.
6.3.1

Elastic Shock Regime
At piston velocities of 100 m/s and 200 m/s, our simulations show an elastic

response. At these low driving velocities, the sample shows no signs of permanent
deformation. In fact, the result challenges the notion of a shock response. The
shock front appears as an interface between two crystal structures, identical except
for a slight uniaxial compression along the <100> direction. At low shock strength
and zero-temperature initial conditions, a metastable one-dimensional response is
characterized by a train of oscillations that grow in length and amplitude over
time. These oscillations ultimately (after approximately 50,000 timesteps) collapse
into true three-dimensional response, though still with no permanent deformation.
This 1D to 3D transition agrees with those found in the literature [30] [38]. A
representative elastic shock regime density profile and particle snapshot of results
from this metastable state are shown in Figure 6.2 from a seed run at vp = 200 m/s.
6.3.2

Elastic-Plastic Shock Regime
At the higher driving velocity of 500 m/s, the shock response shows clear signs

of permanent plastic deformation behind the front. While the particle response is
characterized by a buckle in the lattice planes. We can see very clear 3D response
in the independent motion of the weaving lines of atoms which had been perfectly
overlapping in the elastic regime. The density profile has split into two fronts, a
double shock, connected by a plateau region. The literature identifies this plateau
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Figure 6.2: Elastic shock in Lennard-Jones – Density profile and particle snapshot are shown for a shock strength vp = 200 m/s = 0.15 Co . The elastic shock
regime is characterized by a relatively sharp rise and oscillatory profile behind the
front. There is no long-term plastic deformation to the solid. In the Lennard-Jones
potential, elastic shocks are found at approximately vp = 200 m/s = 0.15 Co and
below.
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Figure 6.3: Elastic-plastic shock in Lennard-Jones – Density profile and particle snapshot are shown for a shock strength, vp = 500 m/s = 0.375 Co . The
elastic-plastic shock regime is characterized by a double shock front. There is an
elastic precursor front followed by the plastic front. In the Lennard-Jones potential,
elastic-plastic shocks are found between approximately vp = 200m/s = 0.15 Co and
vp = 1000 m/s = 0.75 Co .
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as the elastic precursor, and the second front as the onset of plasticity. We see the
onset of some plastic deformation ahead of the second front, however. As expected,
the elastic precursor runs at a higher velocity than the plastic wave front and we see
a separation develop between the wave fronts, which grows with time. Figure 6.3
shows a representative elastic-plastic regime density profile and particle snapshot
from a seed run at vp = 500 m/s.
6.3.3

Strong Shock Regime
As the shock driving velocity, vp , is pushed higher the third and final shock

regime is demonstrated. We find that the transition between the elastic-plastic and
strong shock regimes falls right at 1000 m/s in Lennard-Jones. In the strong shock
regime, any elastic precursor front which might develop is necessarily slower than the
plastic front, making the elastic precursor “unstable” in the shock literature. Our
results show a single shock front with very short rise time. The particle snapshot
shows the immediate onset of plastic deformation, as expected. At the highest
piston driving velocities we explored we began to see the development of forward
reaching structures which may be artifacts of the low temperature initial condition.
A representative density profile and particle snapshot are shown in Figure 6.4 from
a seed run at vp = 1500 m/s.

6.4

Applying the Continuous Hugoniot Method
The rest of this chapter discusses the application of the Continuous Hugoniot

Method to the Lennard-Jones system. We use the method to characterize the shock
response as a function of the piston driving velocity, vp and compare the results
to the literature and to the seed runs which have already been discussed. Again,
our goal is to assess the effectiveness of our method in efficiently achieving accurate
shock simulation data.
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Figure 6.4: Strong shock in Lennard-Jones – Density profile and particle snapshot are shown for a shock strength, vp = 1500 m/s = 1.12 Co . The strong shock
regime is characterized by a sharp rise time and single shock front. In the LennardJones potential, strong shocks are found above vp = 1000 m/s = 0.75 Co .
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We chose to concentrate our efforts primarily in the strong shock regime
(vp ≥ 1000 m/s = 0.75 Co for Lennard-Jones). This single-shock regime presents

the fewest complications to the co-moving window technique we’ve developed. Application to double shocks in the elastic-plastic regime has also been explored. These
results, however, are preliminary.

6.4.1

Piston Velocity Ramp Rate Response
Recall from Chapter 5 that the upper bound for a quasistatic ramp rate is

given by

Co2
(6.6)
2L
p
where the wave speed is given by Co = 72/m [63],  = 119.8 kB K and m =
v̇p 

6.63 × 10−26 kg are Lennard-Jones parameters from Table 6.1. L = 200 Å is the

length of the system in these runs. This gives a maximum ramp rate of
v̇ 

Co2
= 4.5 × 1013 m/s2
2L
= 0.013 m/s per step

(6.7)
(6.8)

Ideally, we would select a piston acceleration at least several orders of magnitude below this value to be certain that the ramp is rigorously quasistatic. However,
one must remember that slower ramp rates mean that longer simulation durations
are necessary to traverse the same range of shock states. If the ramp rate is unnecessarily slow, then it unnecessarily negates the efficiency gain of the method.
For this reason, we chose to experiment with various rates in our model
system, where several test runs could be made without significant investment of
resources. These tests help to further clarify the ramp rates necessary to achieve
quasistatic loading. Figure 6.5 shows the results for four ramp rates. In each
instance, the initial piston velocity is set to vp = 1000 m/s = 0.75 Co and ramped
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continuously in uniform increments to 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co . The test ramp rates
ranged from ṽ˙ p = ∞ (reshock) to 0.077.

Figure 6.5: Ramp rate determination for Lennard-Jones – Density profiles
for four shock strength ramp rates, ranging from reshock to ṽ˙ p = 0.077, are shown
above. For each rate, four snapshots of the density profile evolution are shown
sequentially in black for the initial state (vp = 1000 m/s), then red (vp = 1300 m/s),
then green (vp = 1600 m/s) and finally blue (vp = 1900 m/s). We found that
ṽ˙ p = 0.077 → v̇ = 0.001 m/s per step had adequately approached the quasistatic
ideal of a flat quasi-steady profile.

Loading within the quasistatic regime guarantees that the front remains mechanically coupled to the driving piston. This is demonstrated by a density profile
which is flat and steady. One can see that the first three profiles are clearly not in
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the quasistatic regime. The non-dimensional ramp rate ṽ˙ p = 0.077 (which translates
to v̇ = 0.001 m/s per step) is the highest ramp rate which is indicative of quasistatic
loading. Slower ramp rates do not seem to be necessary for this system, but could
arguably aid in following the Hugoniot even more precisely.
The ramp rate of 0.001 m/s per step = 3.3 × 1012 m/s2 will be used for the

remainder of the work presented in this chapter.
6.4.2

Principal Hugoniot Results
As discussed in Chapter 5, the Continuous Hugoniot Method allows a system

to move directly from shock state to shock state. Therefore, the path of our Continuous Hugoniot Method through Us –vp (or P –V ) space during a single run is the principal Hugoniot of final shock states in the material. This is true to the extent that
the system’s values within its reduced system are indicative of the values very far
behind the shock (i.e. there is quick convergence to the final shock state). Figure 6.6
shows such a path for a run in Lennard-Jones, beginning at vp = 1000 m/s = 0.75 Co
and running continuously through vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co . Initial and terminal seed
runs, made independently at vp = 1000 m/s and vp = 2000 m/s, respectively, are
also plotted. Finally, the Hugoniot fit proposed by Germann et al. [23] is plotted
over its applicable range.
We see very good agreement of our simulation results with both comparisons.
In the lower range of vp we can compare to the published fit. We see here that our
simulation data overlays the fit very nicely and continues the line of the fit, even
beyond the range for which it was originally published. At higher values of the
piston driving velocity we see our simulation data stiffens as it should showing a
super-linear increase in US vs up . In the upper range of vp there is no published fit,
but we can compare to our seed runs. We can see that the Continuous Hugoniot
Method data and the terminal seed results agree nicely.
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Figure 6.6: Continuous principal Hugoniot for Lennard-Jones – The results
of an application of the Continuous Hugoniot Method to a Lennard-Jones system in
the range from vp = 1000 m/s = 0.75 Co to vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co is shown. A plot
of the published Hugoniot fit of Germann et al. [23] is plotted in its applicable range.
The initial and terminal seed runs are also plotted. Very good agreement is found
between the results of our method and those of published traditional simulations.

We would expect that if the Continuous Hugoniot Method were following
some other path than the Hugoniot, that this would become more apparent at later
points in the simulation runs (i.e. the error would accumulate). If for instance, we
were following a thermodynamic path such as an isentrope, (see Chapter 2 for more
details) the path would diverge and fall below the Hugoniot later in the simulation
run. This divergence from the Hugoniot states would therefore be most obvious
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late in our simulations. We do not see this effect to any significant degree in our
data. Moreover, we see excellent agreement between the system state of the ramped
system and the steady seed state at the terminus.
6.4.3

Comparison of Density Profiles
Figure 6.7 shows a series of five density profile snapshots taken from a single

ramp run (shown as solid lines). They are equally spaced in the piston velocity from
0.75 Co to 1.5 Co . Also plotted are the density profiles of the two seed runs. The
profiles given by 0.75 Co and 0.9 Co fall within the range of the published Hugoniot
fit. Using the fit equation and the mass conservation jump condition, one can derive
the density for these states.
ρ
Us
1 + 1.92vp
=
=
ρo
Us − v p
1 + 0.92vp

(6.9)

For vp = 0.75 Co , the relative density ρ/ρ0 is predicted to be 1.44. And, for
vp = 0.9 Co , we have ρ/ρ0 = 1.49. These values are plotted in solid blue horizontal
lines in Figure 6.7. The remaining profiles fall above the applicable range of the
published fit.
We see that in both cases, the density predicted by the published fit is something less than 2% above the average density of the profiles from the Continuous
Hugoniot Method. However, in the case of the 0.75 Co density profile, we see ideal
agreement with the seed profile up to 100 Å behind the front. Beyond 100 Å, where
the results of our method have been purged, the seed density continues to approach
the fit prediction. We see the same results in a comparison with the vp = 1.5 Co
seed run. This observation leads us to the conclusion that our method is accurately
predicting the Hugoniot state density profile within the spatial extent of the reduced
system. However, densities do not seem to have an opportunity to converge to their
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Figure 6.7: Density comparisons for Lennard-Jones – This plot shows density
profile snapshots taken from a shock strength ramp (black solid) and compares them
with density profiles from the initial and terminal seed runs (dashed) and those
predicted by the Hugoniot fit of Germann et al. (blue solid). We see near perfect
agreement between our ramp data and the traditional seed runs. The ramp data is,
however, consistently below the densities predicted by Germann. We attribute this
to slow spatial convergence of the density.

predicted final values in the system sizes allowed. Therefore the value of the average density within our reduced system window cannot be taken to be equal to the
predicted Hugoniot final density. If comparison is desired, the density profile would
need to be extrapolated, or the reduced systems would need to be enlarged.
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6.4.4

Comparison of Final States
As previously noted, the final state of the system is a particularly important

point of comparison because it is the state of the maximum integrated error. Direct
comparison of every state of the system would be impractical due to the computational expenditure on the seed runs. We can, however, with some caution, assume
that good agreement of the final state indicates good agreement throughout.

Figure 6.8: Temperature comparison – The temperature profiles for states obtained from the Continuous Hugoniot Method (green) and the terminal seed run
(blue) are plotted for shock strength vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co in a Lennard-Jones
system. We see very good agreement in the peak temperature and final temperature
behind the front.
We have already seen that the Continuous Hugoniot Method produces density
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Figure 6.9: Structural dynamics comparison – Particle slices in the region of the
shock front for states obtained from (bottom) the Continuous Hugoniot Method and
(top) the terminal seed run at shock strength, vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co in a LennardJones system. We see very good qualitative agreement in the deformation behind
the front with pockets of order mixed with disorder. We also see the development
of forward reaching structures ahead of the shock front.

profiles which concur with traditional simulation methods of full shock seed runs.
Figure 6.8 shows a comparison of the temperature profiles for the final system states.
Here, the results of the Continuous Hugoniot Method are shown in green and the
results of the seed run are shown in blue, both for a piston velocity vp = 2000 m/s =
1.5 Co . The zero position coincides with the shock front location. We note, simply,
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Figure 6.10: Radial distribution function comparison – RDF for the region
behind the shock front is shown for the Continuous Hugoniot Method in red and
the terminal seed run in black at shock strength, vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co in a
Lennard-Jones system.

that the temperature peaks are in good agreement and the temperature relaxes
similarly to identical values within the system fluctuations.
Figure 6.9 illustrates particle snapshots from the terminal seed (top) and
the Continuous Hugoniot Method (bottom). The slices are along the x–z plane at
the final piston velocity vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co . The particle snapshots clearly
illustrate a qualitative agreement between the two systems’ dynamic structures. We
see that both systems exhibit a strong disordering transition on similar length scales,
similar islands of incomplete disordering, and similarly sharp density transition.
Both have also developed forward-reaching features ahead of the front. In Figure
6.10, we see the radial distribution function for the material behind the front. The
rdf results for the Continuous Hugoniot Method are shown in red, and the results of
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the seed run are shown in black. We see from Figure 6.9 both very good qualitative
and quantitative agreement of our method with traditional shock methods.

6.5

Decreasing Velocity Ramp and the Elastic-plastic Regime
Although this discussion has implicitly assumed an increasing ramp in the

shock piston velocity, our discussion in Chapter 5 holds equally well when the shock
strength parameter is decreased, so long as the rate is quasistatic. Figure 6.11 shows
such a path for a run in Lennard-Jones, beginning at vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co and
decreasing continuously into the elastic-plastic regime with vp = 670 m/s = 0.5 Co .
The data from the decreasing ramp is shown in green and overlays the data already
presented in Figure 6.6.
We note immediately that the decreasing ramp data is consistently above
the increasing ramp results and the published fit by as much as 5%. We believe
this is indicative of the latency, or rate dependence of the technique, not to a more
fundamental history dependence. More data needs to be taken at slower velocity
ramp rates, however, to demonstrate this conclusively.
We note here that the decreasing ramp extends past the initial seed, into
the elastic-plastic regime. Here, as elsewhere, the decreasing ramp over-predicts the
shock velocity as a function of piston velocity. We note that the noise here increases
and the data becomes useless below vp = 670 m/s = 0.5 Co. Recall that in the
elastic-plastic regime, a double shock front develops and the two fronts separate in
time. To handle this regime properly, a variable system width and better system
diagnostics need to be developed. It is, however, promising that we are able to study
this regime in any preliminary way here.
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Figure 6.11: Decreasing Continuous Hugoniot Ramp for Lennard-Jones –
The results of an application of the Continuous Hugoniot Method to a Lennard-Jones
system in the decreasing range from vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co to vp = 670 m/s =
0.5 Co is shown in green. The increasing ramp is shown in black. A plot of the
published Hugoniot fit of Germann et al. [23] is plotted in its applicable range. The
initial and terminal seed runs are also plotted. The decreasing ramp data shows
some rate dependence, although no initial indication of hysteresis. Results in the
elastic-plastic regime predict values approximately 5% above the published fit.

6.6

Efficiency and Speed Up
We do not have firm processor timing comparisons between traditional meth-

ods and our Continuous Hugoniot Method. A rigorous comparison is perhaps not
possible, because the nature of the output data is fundamentally different. Tradi-
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tional methods output discrete Hugoniot points. Our method outputs a continuum
of final shock states. Strictly speaking, the speed up is infinite. In reality, the speed
up is not quite this high, but is significant.
For the computational runs presented in this chapter we saw that the computation time to compute the two seed runs by traditional methods was approximately equal to the computation time necessary to compute the entire intermediate
Hugoniot, via the Continuous Hugoniot Method. This is, by the most conservative estimates, a speed up of at least two orders of magnitude. The impact of the
method is also felt in memory and disc resources where we were able to simulate
the cumulative effect of 1,280,000 particles with the resources required to hold only
6,000 at any one time.

6.7

Conclusions
The purpose of this chapter was to validate our new Continuous Hugoniot

Method by direct comparison of its results with published data and with the results
of traditional shock generation methods. This was done in the very well studied
Lennard-Jonesium test material. We began by demonstrating the various shock
regimes and confirmed our criterion for the piston velocity ramp rate for our method.
We found extraordinarily good agreement in each of our tests of the method.
We confirmed that the loading path of the Continuous Hugoniot Method in LennardJones followed the published Hugoniot fit for both increasing and decreasing velocity
ramps between vp = 1000 m/s = 0.75 Co and vp = 2000 m/s = 1.5 Co . In the range
where the fit was not applicable, we were able to compare to traditional simulations
methods with equally good agreement. By comparing the results of the increasing
and decreasing velocity ramps, we found that the system did exhibit some residual
rate dependence, but was not hysteretic. Surprisingly, we found that the method also
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did relatively well in predicting the Hugoniot in the elastic-plastic regime, although
the method has not yet been optimized for that regime.
Comparison of density profiles produced by our method showed very good
agreement with traditional runs. However, we found that the average density within
our reduced system could not be directly compared to the final density predicted
in the Hugoniot relations because the density does not fully converge within our
system. Our densities are low, on average, by approximately 2%. Although not
converged to the values predicted for far behind the shock front, our density profiles
do make reliable predictions near the front.
Comparison of temperature profiles, particle snapshots and radial distribution functions at the final state of the Continuous Hugoniot Method ramp also
demonstrated good agreement with traditional shock methods.
Finally, we were able to make these measurements with greatly reduced computational expenditure over traditional methods. These savings will prove critical
when the method is applied to more realistic and computationally costly potentials
such as tin.
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Chapter 7
Results in Tin Melting

This chapter describes the application of the Continuous Hugoniot Method
to a realistic material potential with the goal of generating measurements which can
be directly compared with experiment. In doing so, we demonstrate the substantial
increase in efficiency and resolution for study of processes at the shock front over a
continuous series of Hugoniot shock states. Our specific area of interest here is in
the shock melting dynamics at the front.
This work is motivated by the experiment of Todd Ditmire’s High-Intensity
Laser Science Group at the University of Texas at Austin. Graduate student Will
Grigsby is investigating the shock melting of tin and aluminum using table-top and
larger laser systems in the terawatt range. Their experiment uses laser light to
generate and observe the shock. Laser-ablation drives the shock to pressures over
490 kbar, and the back surface is observed with VISAR, reflectivity and harmonic
optical diagnostics. The reflectivity and harmonic generation on the back surface
depend strongly on the tin structure, so the melt’s arrival on the back surface can be
observed. VISAR is an interferometric method which directly measures the velocity
of the back surface of the specimen. By comparing the timescale of the shock and
melt arrival on the back surface, measurements can be made of the time scale (and
length scale indirectly) of the melt transition at the shock front.
Tin is a natural choice for laser ablation experiments in shock melting because
it undergoes shock transitions at relatively moderate laser intensities. Experiment
places its melt on release at ∼ 250 kbar and shock melting at ∼ 500 kbar [54]. These
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pressures are well within the range of terawatt class laser systems. Moreover, tin’s
crystal structure makes reflectivity and harmonic diagnostics possible on breakout.
At the time of writing this dissertation, experiments in tin are ongoing at
Texas. This is an exciting time for laser studies at Texas, where the Ditmire group is
currently constructing a petawatt laser for on-campus use. Further, the University
is in the process of placing a bid for the administration of the Los Alamos National
Lab. The opportunity for large-scale science is exciting, as is the opportunity for
computational collaboration on the atomistic-scale science these projects are being
pursued to study [18] [17].

7.1

Modeling Tin with MEAM
We selected the Modified Embedded Atom Method (MEAM) as our inter-

atomic interaction model for tin. This potential has been demonstrated to handle
shock simulations [14], and has been applied successfully to the study of melt properties of tin [64].
MEAM was first proposed by Baskes in 1992 [6], as an extension of the highly
successful Embedded Atom Method (EAM) of Daw and Baskes [16]. Both methods, based on density functional theory, compute energies using a semi-empirical
combination of two-body interaction and environment-specific electron density embedding energies. MEAM extends EAM to handle covalent bonding by introducing
angle-dependent electron densities.
To visualize the embedded atom, recall the chemist’s notion of the electron
density clouds surrounding an atom. These lobe-shaped orbital structures overlap
as atoms approach each other and form a background electron density within which
each is embedded. With only two atoms, this energy of embedding within the other’s
electron density can be easily absorbed into a two-body interaction (i.e. bond).
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As atom density increases, however, the electron density becomes a function of
many atoms and the embedding energy therefore becomes an effective environmentdependent interaction.
The environment-dependent nature of MEAM makes is especially good for
applications near surfaces, voids, defects and interfaces. In these regions, where the
local environment is very different from the bulk environment, many other potentials
are at their weakest, having been parameterized with bulk response measurements.
MEAM adjusts well to these situations, being long-range in open structures and
short-range in dense closed structures, based on screening.
MEAM has been modified, updated, generalized and expanded countless
times [6] [8] [64] over the years. It had 44 elements parameterized within its first
five years [7]. In fact, it has evolved to such a degree that it is difficult to find two
papers that implement the potential identically. The reader interested in learning
more about MEAM would be advised to read several sources and keep to current
(and therefore improved) methods.
The total energy given by MEAM is

E=

X
i

1X
F (ρ̄i ) +
φ(Rij )
2 j6=i

!

(7.1)

where the sums are over particle indices; F is the embedding energy as a function
of ρ̄i , the background election density at the site of the ith particle; and φ is the
two-body interaction between particles i and j as a function of Rij , their separation
distance.
We will discuss the first term of Equation 7.1, then, ultimately, the second.
The embedding function, F , has the form
F (ρ̄i ) = A Ec ρ̄i ln ρ̄i
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(7.2)

where A is a free parameter and Ec is the cohesive energy. The background electron
density is calculated at each occupied site by
ρ̄ = ρ(0) G(Γ)

(7.3)

where ρ(0) is the partial electron density associated with the spherically symmetric
s orbital contributions from surrounding atoms
ρ(0) =

X

ρa(0) (ri )

(7.4)

i

and G is a material specific function of Γ, which is itself a function of ρ(1) , ρ(2) , and
ρ(3) , the angular dependent partial electron densities associated with the p, f and g
orbitals, respectively.
G can take three functional forms:
G(Γ) =

√

1+Γ

(7.5)

G(Γ) = eΓ/2
2
G(Γ) =
1 + e−Γ

(7.6)
(7.7)

where we use the first for silicon and the last for tin. Γ is a weighted sum of the
non-spherically symmetric partial electron densities. Γ is positive definite for tin
and silicon, but can be negative for other elements. Figure 7.1 shows a probability
distribution for Γ for an example run in tin and shows a plot for the various functional
forms of G(Γ).

Γ=

3
X

t

(h)

h=1



ρ(h)
ρ(0)

2

(7.8)

t(1) , t(2) , and t(3) are parameters indicating the relative importance of each orbital,
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Figure 7.1: The MEAM Γ function – (bottom) The probability distribution for
Γ is plotted for a typical run in tin, vp = 2000 m/s. (top) shows the functional
variation between the three G(Γ) functions. Variation is small within the peak
range of Γ.
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and the higher partial electron densities are
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(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.11)

where α, β and γ run through the coordinates, and riα is the α-component of ri .
Each of the ρa(h) (r) are the atomic electron densities, which decay exponentially
with distance
ρa(h) (r) = e−β

(h) (r/r

e −1)

(7.12)

where h is an integer from 1 to 3, β (1) , β (2) , β (3) are parameters, and re is the nearest
neighbor distance in a material specific pre-defined reference structure.
The second term from the MEAM total energy, Equation 7.1, is the two-body
interaction term
2 u
E (R) − F (ρ̄ 0 (R))
(7.13)
Z
where Z is the number of nearest neighbors in the reference structure and F (ρ̄ 0 (R))
φ(R) =

is the embedding energy of the reference structure background electron density ρ̄ 0 .
E u (R) is the energy per atom in the reference structure as a function of the nearestneighbor distance R. This is given by Rose et al. [72]
E u (R) = −Ec (1 + α(R/re − 1))e−α(R/re −1)
where α =

q

9ΩB
,
Ec

(7.14)

and Ω and B are the atomic volume and bulk modulus of the

reference structure, respectively.
Finally, in lieu of a potential cutoff distance, MEAM implements a manybody screening. Thus the effective cutoff distance depends on the local environment.
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Dense structures have short cutoffs; and open sparse structures, where there is little
screening, can have long-range interactions.
The screening function 0 ≤ ζik ≤ 1 multiplies the electron densities and the

pair potential. The total screening function is the product of screening terms for all
particles j which are reside between the i and j particles. The degree of screening is
determined by
Y

ζik =

Sijk

(7.15)

j6=i,k

where Sijk is the screening effect of j between the ith and j th particles.
Sijk is given by
Sijk = fc
where



C − Cmin
Cmax − Cmin



(7.16)


x≥1
 1
4 2
[1 − (1 − x) ] 0 < x < 1
fc (x) =

0
x≤0

and
2
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rij
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−
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(7.17)

−1

(7.18)

where rij , rik and rjk are the separation distances between the indexed particles.
The forces on individual particles in the system are found from the gradient
of the energy, equation 7.1. Analytical calculation of the force is a tedious project
for such a complex potential. A sample calculation for the screening function can
be found in Appendix A.
We take our parameters for tin from Ravelo and Baskes [64], who found that
MEAM showed good agreement with structural properties for both its α-tin and
β-tin forms. They also demonstrated agreement to within 11% of the α → β and
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Ec
A
re
α
β (0)
β (1)
β (2)
β (3)
t(1)
t(2)
t(3)

3.08 eV
1.0
3.44 Å
6.20
6.2
6.0
6.0
6.0
4.5
6.5
-0.183

Table 7.1: MEAM Tin parameters – from Ravelo and Baskes.
β → liquid transition temperatures. We use their parameters without modification.

See Appendix C for more detail.

7.2

Processing Resources
As should be evident, the complexity of the MEAM potential is substantially

greater than that of Lennard-Jones. This complexity translates into added computation time as processors deal with the additional instructions and the multi-tier
cascade of nested loops. For moderate simulation sizes such as 10 × 10 × 40
lattice planes, MEAM has been clocked as running between 90 and 200 times slower

than a comparable system of Lennard-Jones interactions. To put that in perspective, it means the difference between finishing a job overnight and finishing this
semester or this year! The payoff is, of course, that MEAM is a relatively accurate
model for a real material. As such, results can be compared to experiment.
Without the Continuous Hugoniot Method, progress in tin might have been
prohibitively slow. The data runs necessary for a total ramp of ∆vp = 300 m/s took
approximately 1400 processor-hours on a quad Opteron-64 processor machine using
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the Continuous Hugoniot Method. A conservative estimate for the same work using
traditional methods puts the processing time at approximately 20 processor-years on
the same equipment. Even on a massively parallel supercomputer, the computation
time is extremely large. Especially when one considers that these large arrays consist
of processors which, individually, are often slower than the desktop processor in your
office.

7.3

Tin Simulation Details
All of the shock simulations we discuss in this chapter were made in tin

using the MEAM potential. The initial state for our runs was a zero-temperature
β − tin (white tin) in a tetrahedral crystal structure. The unit cell dimensions were

5.92 Å × 5.92 Å × 3.232 Å [77]. The shock was oriented to run along the <100>
direction. All runs were 10 × 10 lattice planes in cross section. We employed

periodic boundary conditions in each of the transverse directions. The integration
timestep was 0.3 femtoseconds.
Most runs were made using the Continuous Hugoniot Method. These runs
were held to a reduced system size of 165 Å in length. Approximately 4,000 particles
were simulated at any given time. Over the course of the entire series of runs,
the system had an effective length of 0.26 µm consisting of more than 178,000
particles participating. The velocity ramp runs analyzed in this chapter went from
vp = 2000 m/s to 2300 m/s over the equivalent of 45 picoseconds (150,000 timesteps).
Seed runs, using traditional shock simulation methods, were driven by a
warm impactor. The seed simulations were allowed to run for 9 to 12 picoseconds
(30,000 to 40,000 timesteps), until they reached a steady state. Seed simulation
sizes grew to approximately 580 Å in length and consisted of approximately 15,000
particles at any one time.
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7.4

Characterizing the Shocked Tin State
As was reported in Figure 5.2, tin undergoes a shock melt and completely

thermalizes in simulation on short length scales at moderate shock strengths. Figure
7.2 shows melt and temperature profiles for a slice of material approximately 100 Å
behind an advancing shock front, vp = 3000 m/s.

Figure 7.2: Temperature and density in tin – Temperature and density are
plotted as a function of position in a 45 Å wide slice of material from behind the
front for shock strength, vp = 3000 m/s. The temperature distribution here is
centered at 1300 K, indicating melt conditions.

We can see a good degree of spatial uniformity in both density and temperature across the sample at these very high temperatures (approximately 13,000 K at
vp = 3000 m/s). Density peaks can be seen at the edges of the sample where it is
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contained, for these studies, with a simple momentum mirror. These data were one
of our earliest indications of the spatial correction problems the boundary condition
generates (see Section 5.2 for details).
To further verify the properties of the tin melt, mean square displacement
measurements were made to study the temporal dynamics of the melt. This is a
very good way to distinguish a liquid from a glass or super-cooled state. Figure 7.3
shows the results of our analysis for the same 45 Å thick sample as describe above.

Figure 7.3: Mean squared displacement indicating tin melt – The mean
squared displacement (msd) is plotted as a function of time with a linear fit for a 45
Å wide slice of material from behind the front for shock strength, vp = 3000 m/s.
The linear increase of the msd with time is a classic indicator of liquid dynamics.
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The plot clearly indicates that the material exhibits liquid-like diffusional
properties. Theory predicts that the mean square displacement grows linearly with
time in a liquid
(r(t) − r(0))2 = 6 D t

(7.19)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. Here D = 1.84 × 10−8 m2 /s. Cahoon [13]

uses an Arrhenius equation approach to fit experimental data giving a low value of

D = 2.58 × 10−8 m2 /s for a temperature of 13,000 K, for standard pressures. Araki
et al. [4] explains, however, that the Arrhenius plots show strong and increasing
curvature with pressure, indicating diffusion coefficients which are “considerably
smaller then that normally expected.” High-pressure experiments have not been
conducted in tin.
As a final description of the state of the material behind the shock front, we
present the velocity distribution functions for the x-component of velocity for two
more moderate shock runs in Figure 7.4. Data is shown for vp = 2000 m/s (black)
and vp = 2300 m/s (red) from a series of runs using the Continuous Hugoniot
Method in tin. Gaussian fits are also shown. These two shock states were chosen,
as they are the initial and terminal states of a series Continuous Hugoniot Method
runs. One should notice first, that both systems behind the front are well described
by equilibrium statistics, even in the tails. The material has thermalized, a condition
necessary for rigorous application of the Continuous Hugoniot Method.
The fit has the form of a Maxwellian velocity distribution [69],
f (v) = Ae

−

m(vx −vp )
2kb T

2

(7.20)

where A is a normalization constant, m = 118.7 amu is the particle mass of Sn, and
kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
Results in black are for a piston driving velocity of vp = 2000 m/s. The fit
parameters give values of 2021 m/s and 3360 K, for vp and T , respectively. Results
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Figure 7.4: Thermalized velocity distribution functions for tin – Velocity
distribution functions in vx for two approximately 100 Å slices of material approximately from 50 Å behind the front. Data is shown for vp = 2000 m/s (black) and
vp = 2300 m/s (red) from a series of runs using the Continuous Hugoniot Method
in tin. Gaussian fits are also shown. The data, plotted in log-linear to accentuate
the tails, fits nicely, indicating that the material has thermalized to a Maxwellian
distribution.
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in red are for a piston driving velocity of vp = 2300 m/s. The fit parameters there
are 2301 m/s and 4958 K. These are very good fits considering the relatively small
number of particles available for the calculation. Time averaging over 500 timesteps
was used to produce these distributions. The system velocity is ramped by 1 m/s
over this time interval.

7.5

Tin Melting with the Continuous Hugoniot Method
Recall that we can set an upper limit on the piston velocity ramp rate from

Equation 5.7. For tin this gives,
v̇p 

Co2
= 2.38 × 1014 m/s2
2L
= 0.0714 m/s per step

(7.21)
(7.22)

where we have used C0 ' 2800 m/s for the wave speed and L = 165 Å for the

length of the system. This bound for the quasistatic piston acceleration is more

than five times what we derived for Lennard-Jones because the wave speeds in
tin are higher and the system sizes are smaller. Combining this result with the
ramp rate testing which we conducted in Lennard-Jones, we determine that piston
velocity ramp rates as high as 0.005 m/s per step should be allowed in tin without
jeopardizing the quasistatic condition of the Continuous Hugoniot Method.
For an added measure of assurance, we use the smaller velocity ramp rate of
v̇p = 0.002 m/s per step = 6.67 × 1012 m/s2 in all of the simulations discussed in
this chapter.
7.5.1

Tin Hugoniot Agreement
Application of the Continuous Hugoniot Method to tin, gives the path through

US − vp space shown in Figure 7.5. These results are compiled from a series of runs
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beginning at vp = 2000 m/s and running continuously through vp = 2300 m/s.
Initial and terminal seed runs, made independently, are also plotted. Experimental
results from the literature are plotted and a linear fit is given to the experimental
data. The initial shock strength parameter of vp = 2000 m/s was selected to assure
that the results were within the strong shock regime.

Figure 7.5: Continuous principal Hugoniot for tin – The results of an application of the Continuous Hugoniot Method to a tin system in the range from
vp = 2000 m/s to vp = 2300 m/s is shown. Experimental data is plotted from
several sources and a fit is made to the experimental data. Agreement is to within
6% across the board, with good agreement in slope.

For experimental comparison, vp = 2000 m/s gives a pressure of 730 kbar
and vp = 2300 m/s gives a pressure of 850 kbar.
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We can see that the the US versus vp relationship is approximately linearly
in this range, as in Lennard-Jones. The Us response was noisy, but not significantly more noisy than traditional shock simulation. One can see relatively good
agreement with experimental data from the literature [58] [43], however our results
are consistently above experimental values. Agreement to experimental data is to
within 6% across the board, with good agreement with the slope.
We should consider that the exact experimental and computational conditions do not match, so comparison is not entirely fair. We note for instance (1) that
the simulations were in single-crystal tin, while the experiments were in polycrystal; and (2) that the simulations were at zero temperature (for simplified analysis),
while the experiments were at room temperatures. Both of these features could be
added in future computational effort, if better agreement to experiment is sought.
It should be noted, however, that these corrections may not entirely account for
the discrepancy with experiment. The MEAM potential was found by Ravelo and
Baskes, to match transition temperatures to within 11%. Although transition and
melt temperatures are notoriously difficult to match, by those standards our measurements may be the closest agreement that the potential can provide. Finally,
one should mention that tests with larger system sizes would be the next check, to
assure that finite system effects are not playing a role.
Although these results are not perfect, they are really rather encouraging to
further comparison between our computation results and experiment. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to temperature and melt studies in tin. In these, there
are no experimental results with which to immediately compare.
7.5.2

Continuous Temperature Profiles versus Shock Strength
An important feature of our method is that properties of the shock front can

be studied at a fine resolution in the the shock strength parameter. Our method is
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after all continuous, where traditional simulation and experiment provide discrete
points. This may be particularly useful in the study of melting and other continuous
transitions.
We apply the method first to characterize the temperature profiles in tin
as a function of shock driving velocity. Figure 7.6 shows what we believe is the
first published data of any material property continuously measured as a function
of shock strength. These results are not discrete data with interpolation, as is
customary.
The plot shows temperature as a function of position in colored horizontal
bands, with the shock strength increasing up the plot. The shock is moving left to
right. The blue block on the right is the low temperature initial state. Temperature
profiles were spatially averaged as described by Hardy [29].
Note first that the temperature behind the front increases gradually with
shock strength. Figure 7.7 shows a slice at a distance 50 Å behind the front. We
can see that the temperature in this region is noisy, but follows a clear trend, growing
linearly with the shock strength in this range.
More interesting are the temperature profiles within the shock front and
near the temperature peak. This temperature peak is a common feature of the
shock interface. Our data seems to indicate the peak position is stable for most of
the shock strength ramp. But, at approximately 2200 m/s, the position of the peak
shifts forward abruptly. These results can be seen more directly in Figure 7.8. At
this point, we do not have an explanation for the behavior.
The kurtosis of the velocity distribution is shown in Figure 7.9 as a function
of position and shock strength. The kurtosis of a distribution is the 4th moment and
is used to indicate how far a system is from an equilibrium Maxwellian distribution.
The kurtosis is defined by
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Figure 7.6: Temperature profile versus shock strength for tin – Temperature
is represented as a function of both position and shock strength. Temperature is
represented as a third dimension using color. The reference frame is moving with
the shock front, so that the front is always at x = 0. The shock is moving to the
right with cold (blue) pristine material ahead of it.
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Figure 7.7: Final Temperature versus shock strength for tin – Temperature
is plotted as a function of shock strength, vp , at a distance of 50 Å behind the
shock front (black). A linear fit is provided. Also plotted are temperatures taken at
constant time (t = .83 ps) behind the shock front (blue).

Kurtosis of v =

h(v − hvi)4 i
h(v − hvi)2 i2

(7.23)

A Gaussian distribution has kurtosis value of 3. A higher value indicates a
narrow, overly peaked, distribution. A lower value indicates a flatter peak and larger
tails. We can see that most of our system, ahead and behind, is near Maxwellian and
strays only near the shock interface. Nearest the interface, the velocity distribution
is strongly peaked, then the distribution flattens just behind the front (i.e. velocity
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Figure 7.8: Peak temperature position versus shock strength for tin – The
position, measured from the shock front, of the temperature profile peak is plotted
as a function of shock driving velocity, vp .

extremes are too common). We can see from Figure 7.9 that the width of the region
with low kurtosis is strongly affected by shock strength. At low shock intensity the
sub-equilibrium region is wide, but narrows at higher vp .
7.5.3

Melt Length Scale
The primary comparison point between simulation and experiment in this

work is the length scale for the melt process behind the shock front. Experimental
work is proposed that could measure the timescales between back surface arrival
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Figure 7.9: Kurtosis of the velocity distribution in tin – Kurtosis of the
velocity distribution as a function of position and shock strength, vp . The kurtosis
is represented as a third dimension using color. The reference frame is moving with
the shock front, so that the front is always at x = 0. The shock is moving to the
right with pristine material ahead of it.
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of the shock and the melt to within a few tens of femtoseconds. This equates to
a spatial resolution of only a few Angstrom. There is therefore great interest to
establish a relationship between the melt length scale and the shock strength, which
we have parameterized by the piston velocity, vp .
One can see in Figure 7.10 particle profiles for the low (vp = 2000 m/s) and
high (vp = 2300 m/s) shock strength in our ramp. On the right in each is undisturbed
crystal and on the left is the shock-induced melt. The transition between the two
is notoriously difficult to characterize, because the nature of the melt is not local.
Localizing a collective response is a tricky business, especially with noisy systems.
Although we have been able to observe the transition length scale, we have
not yet characterized the length scale quantitatively. This is an ongoing effort which
is complicated by the small system sizes we have implemented. Moreover, it is not
entirely clear whether our characterization of the melt will correspond to those
measured in experiment.
Figure 7.11 shows the same data collapsed to a line and averaged over 1000
timesteps. We can now begin to see the length scale to melt developing. If we have
in mind something like a Lindemann criterion [24] for the onset of disorder, we can
argue that the melt has occurred when a particle from one lattice plane has diffused
to a degree that it cannot be differentiated from a particle from an adjacent plane.
We thereby define the melt point where the particles have full coverage of the cell
in Figure 7.11. Thus we can see that the melt occurs on a shortened length scale
for vp = 2300 m/s by approximately 3 to 5 Å, compared to vp = 2000 m/s.
Proper quantitative analysis requires calculation of a mean square displacement as a function of distance from the front, then applying the Lindemann criterion
for the onset of 2D melting. Our attempts to implement this technique, however,
have been unsuccessful because of system noise. No quantitative trend between
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Figure 7.10: Particle melt dynamics comparison – Particle snapshots from the
region near the shock front where the melt is occurring. The length scale for melting
can be seen as the lattice planes gradually spread to fill the volume uniformly. The
eye has a difficult time comparing the melt scales.

melt length scale and shock strength has been able to be derived from the analysis.
Further analysis is likely to require larger systems.
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Figure 7.11: Particle collapse – By collapsing all of the lattice planes onto each
other one can see a conical pattern which indicates the rate of melting. The length
scale can now be observed and the higher shock driving velocity can be seen to melt
first by a few Angstrom.

7.6

Conclusions
This chapter applied the Continuous Hugoniot Method to the study of shock

melting in tin. This first application of the method to a realistic potential model
clearly demonstrated its efficiency and effectiveness. The goal of the previous chapter
6 was confirmation of the simulation method. In this chapter, our emphasis moved
away from the methods and toward the physics of the system.
We found that tin both melts and comes to equilibrium within just a few
nanometers of the shock front. Further, we were able to clearly demonstrate that
the “melt” was not a plastic disordering or a supercooled liquid state, but rather,
a true liquid. Mean square displacements versus time showed true liquid diffusion
properties in the melt.
We presented a Hugoniot plot describing the shock response in tin and compared it with experimental data. We found that the Hugoniot values for US versus
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vp predicted by MEAM were approximately 6% above those found in experiment.
However, differences between the experimental parameters and the simulation runs
could account for such a discrepancy. We plotted the temperature profiles of tin as
a function of the shock strength parameter, vp and noted an anomalous transition
at high driving velocity in which the temperature peak migrates abruptly forward
in the shock profile. This phenomenon requires further study.
Finally, we reported on the results of our study of the melt length scale
versus the shock strength. Further analysis, and perhaps larger system sizes will be
necessary to draw anything but qualitative conclusions on this relationship.
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Appendices
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Appendix A
MEAM 3-body derivative

The analytical derivative of the screening function ζij , which is the heart of
the 3-body force calculation, is calculated in this appendix.
The screening function, ζij , is the product of terms, Sikj , associated with
every particle k’s partial screening of the interaction between i and j. These Sikj
are constructed on a geometrical basis. For a complete description, see Baskes, Mat.
Chem and Phys, (50), 1997.
Our goal is to evaluate the derivative of the screening function.
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where the final step is accomplished by evaluating the derivative of the product
using the product rule. For each term of the product rule there is cancellation with
0
/Sikj .
the unprimed components in each term leaving a sum of Sikj
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The definition of the Sikj factors are given by

Sikj = fc
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0
Sikj

C0 =

C0
= 8[(1 − x) − (1 − x) ]
Cmax − Cmin
3

7





 0

2
0
0
0
(Xik + Xkj
) − (1 − C)(Xik − Xkj )(Xik
− Xkj
)
2
1 − (Xik − Xkj )
0
Xik

 0

0
rij
rik
rik rik
=2
− 2
rij rij
rij

0
Xkj

 0

0
rij
rkj
rkj rkj
− 2
=2
rij rij
rij

0
0
0
. For this final step, the prime
, rij
and rkj
The final step is to evaluate rik

notation is expanded to a fully descriptive notation.
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x0 = ∇l (x)Pl ≡

∂
(rik ) êm Pl
∂rlm

Here, ∇l (x) represents a gradient on the lth particle. The gradient on the

lth particle is associated with a label Pl which labels the particle which feels the
force. The m superscript indicates the mth component.
Using this notation, we’ll evaluate the final derivatives.
∂
(rik ) êm Pl
∂rlm
q
∂
(rkx − rix )2 + (rky − riy )2 + (rkz − riz )2 êm Pl
=
∂rlm
1 1
m
m
(2(rik
)Pk − 2(rik
)Pi )êm
=
2 rik

 m
rm
rik
Pk − ik Pi êm
=
rik
rik

m0
rik
=

0
is a vector with three components represented by unit vectors êm .
Here rik

Similarly,
m0
rij


m
m
rij
rij
=
Pj −
Pi êm
rij
rij

m0
rkj


m
m
rkj
rkj
=
Pj −
Pk êm
rkj
rkj





Finally, we can take these results and pass them back into the equations for
0
0
to give
and Xkj
Xik




 
m
m
m
m
rij
rij
2
rik
rik
m0
Xik = 2
rik
− rij
Pi − rik
Pj + rij
Pk êm
rij
rij
rik
rij
rik

m0
Xkj

2
= 2
rij



m
rij
rkj
rij



m
m
rkj
rij
− rkj
Pi + rij
rkj
rij
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m
rkj
Pj − rij
rkj







Pk êm

Appendix B
Code: Structure

B.1
#define
#define
#define
#define

crystal.h
SQR(a)
CUB(b)
MAX(x,y)
MIN(x,y)

((a)*(a))
((b)*(b)*(b))
((x) > (y) ? (x) : (y))
((x) < (y) ? (x) : (y))

#ifndef NULL
#define NULL
#endif

0

#ifndef TRUE
#define TRUE
#endif

1

#ifndef FALSE
#define FALSE
#endif

0

#ifndef YES
#define YES
#endif

1

#ifndef NO
#define NO
#endif

0

#ifndef PI
#define PI
#endif

3.141592653589793

#define NUM_ACCURACY

1.0e-16

#define MAX_STRING_LEN
150
#define MAX_FILENAME_LEN MAX_STRING_LEN

#define LISTNUM
#define BOX(i,j,k)
#define NBR(i,j)

150 /* max number of particles per box */
(box[(k)*(SU_nbox_x)*(SU_nbox_y)+(j)*(SU_nbox_x)+(i)])
(

/* neighbor distance when periodic in y */
#define DISP_Y(dy, Ly, Lydiv2) (dy<Lydiv2 ? (dy>-Lydiv2 ? 0.0 : Ly) : -Ly)
#define PER_DISP(d, L, Ldiv2) (d<Ldiv2 ? (d>-Ldiv2 ? 0.0 : L) : -L)
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typedef struct STORE_RA {/*
double dx, dy, dz,
/*
r, rinv,
/*
w0, w1, w2, w3,
g, dg;
} STORE_RA;
/*

structure for edip potential */
will contain radial and
*/
angular terms only
*/

one such struct for each nbr */

typedef struct STORE_Z { /* structure for edip potential
double dx, dy, dz,
/* will contain coordination
df,
/* terms only
dVdZ;
} STORE_Z;
/* one such struct for each nbr
typedef struct PHYSICS {
/* 2-bdy stuff */
double mass[2],
z[2],
a[2][2],
beta[2][2],
inv_rho,
inv_rt_PI,
sqr_e,
ccutoff,
kappa;

/*
/*
/*
/*

1.0/PH_rho
1.0/sqrt(PI)
SQR(PH_elec_charg)
SQR(PH_cutoff)

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/

/* 3-bdy stuf */
double rc[2],
gamma[2],
lambda[2],
cs_crit;
} Physics;
typedef struct CONTROL {
char
special_string[MAX_STRING_LEN];
int
*cryst_type,
step,
init_step,
adv,
prev_adv_step,
n_cryst,
search_bx,
search_by_min,
search_by_max,
search_bz_min,
search_bz_max;
long
temperature_seed;
double *cryst_p,
hh,
/* SQR(CT_time_step)
*/
del,
delta_del,
/* change in del required every update_steps
*/
d_height,
/* amount by which to raise or lower top and
bottom surfaces every update_steps
*/
kick[2],
temp;
/* controls the amplitude of the random force
kicks; not to be confused with the temp in
CRYSTAL below, which is the measured kinetic
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energy temperature

*/

} Control;
typedef struct ABOX {
/* 3-dim array of BOX structures, 1 for each box*/
int list[LISTNUM],
/* list of particles in box ijk
*/
num;
/* number of particles in box ijk
*/
} ABox;
typedef struct ABOX ABOX;
typedef struct CRYSTAL_PARAM
int
*species,
/*
*spec_bas;
/*
double *cap;
/*
} CrystalParam;

typedef struct
Physics
Control
CrystalParam
ABOX

{
species for up to 32 atoms in unit cell
if giving species wrt basis
input atom coords wrt primitive vectors

*/
*/
*/

CRYSTAL {
*phy;
*ctrl;
*cp;
*box;

/****** Number of Particles *******************************************/
int
n_part,
/* for both before and after sharing
*/
n_dynm_part,
/* dynamical particles that live on this node */
max_n_part,
/* max # particles i can have, inc ghosts
*/
max_my_n_part; /* max # particles i can have, exc ghosts
*/
/****** Dimensions ****************************************************/
double xmax, xmin,
/* max pos of particles living on this node
*/
ymax, ymin,
zmax, zmin;
/****** Physical Quantities *******************************************/
double *p,
/* position/momentum 6-vec: rx,ry,rz,px,py,pz */
*pre_p,
/* prev position 3-vector: oldrx,oldry,oldrz */
*dpdt;
/* force 3-vector: fx,fy,fz
*/
int
*type;
/* species of each particle
*/
int

*bond;

double

pot,
*part_pot,
ke,
*part_ke,
temp,
av_temp,
net_cut_pot,
ground_pot;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

potential energy for whole system
potential energy for each particle
kinetic
energy for whole system
kinetic
energy for each particle
temp of a node
tot sys temp, avgd aver nodes

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/****** Neighborlist Bookkeeping **************************************/
int
*bx,
/* box each particle lives in
*/
*by,
*bz;
int
bx_max, bx_min, /* for both before and after sharing
*/
by_max, by_min,
bz_max, bz_min;
int
*nnbr_indx,
/* Lists of indices of neighbors for each
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particle, concatenated end to end
*no_nnbrs,
/* Number of neighbors for each particle
*big2_first_nbr, /* Index in nnbr_indx of particle’s 1st nbr
big2_init,
big2;
/* Size of nnbr_idx

*/
*/
*/
*/

/****** MEAM stuff ****************************************************/
int
*short_list,
*short_list_number,
*partial_screen,
*short_first_nbr,
Makelist,
dynamic_screening;
double *zeta_list,
*meam_rmax,
*rijmax;
} Crystal;
/***************************************************************************
*
* Accessor Macros for Crystal
*
***************************************************************************/
#define X 0
#define Y 1
#define Z 2
#define
#define
#define
#define

R(cr, ii, dim)
RX(cr, ii)
RY(cr, ii)
RZ(cr, ii)

(cr)->p[6*(ii) + (dim)]
R(cr, ii, X)
R(cr, ii, Y)
R(cr, ii, Z)

#define
#define
#define
#define

P(cr, ii, dim)
PX(cr, ii)
PY(cr, ii)
PZ(cr, ii)

(cr)->p[6*(ii)+3 + (dim)]
P(cr, ii, X)
P(cr, ii, Y)
P(cr, ii, Z)

#define
#define
#define
#define

OLDR(cr, ii, dim) (cr)->pre_p[3*(ii) + (dim)]
OLDRX(cr,ii)
OLDR(cr, ii, X)
OLDRY(cr,ii)
OLDR(cr, ii, Y)
OLDRZ(cr,ii)
OLDR(cr, ii, Z)

#define
#define
#define
#define

F(cr, ii, dim)
FX(cr, ii)
FY(cr, ii)
FZ(cr, ii)

(cr)->dpdt[3*(ii) + (dim)]
F(cr, ii, X)
F(cr, ii, Y)
F(cr, ii, Z)

#define SPECIES(cr, ii)
#define MASS(cr, ii)

(cr)->type[ii]
(cr)->phy->mass[SPECIES((cr),(ii))]

#define PE(cr, ii)
#define PE_tot(cr)

(cr)->part_pot[ii]
(cr)->pot
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B.2

parallel.h

typedef struct PARALLEL {
int
me,
my_x,
my_y,
my_z,
slab_indx,
np,
npx,
npy,
npz,
ndims,
dims[3],
periods[3],
reorder,
coords[3],
kill,
my_n_part,
total_n_part,
recv_coords[3],
recv_rank,
received,
send_coords[3],
send_rank,
msrc_b,
*remove,
*send_pos_type,
*send_neg_type,
*recv_pos_type,
*recv_neg_type,
*reindex,
*ghost_corner_indx,
*ghost_edge_indx,
*ghost_face_indx,
ghost_count[27],
all_adv,
new_exchange,
search_node_x,
prim_org1,
prim_org2,
prim_org3,
special_init_node;
double *send_pos_p,
*send_neg_p,
*send_pos_pre_p,
*send_neg_pre_p,
*recv_pos_p,
*recv_neg_p,
*recv_pos_pre_p,
*recv_neg_pre_p,
nod_xmax,
nod_xmin,
nod_ymax,
nod_ymin,
nod_zmax,
nod_zmin,
sys_zmax,

/* actual number of particles that live on this node

*/

/* max send/receive count per boundary

*/

/* arrays to save the indices of the communicated ghosts */

/* switch to indicate if an advance is in order
/* switch to do a full exchange
/* x coord of node(s) to look for crack advances

*/
*/
*/

/* after sharing info, max x on this node;
/* also, if before sharing, equal to cr->xmax
/* for particles that live on this node, etc

*/
*/
*/
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sys_zmin,
sys_ymax,
sys_ymin,
sys_xmax,
sys_xmin,
tot_ke,
tot_pot,
rot_reg_xmax,
rot_reg_xmin,
rot_reg_ymax,
rot_reg_ymin,
rot_reg_zmax,
rot_reg_zmin,
tip_xloc;
} Parallel;

/* after rotating node, max and min */
/* of rectilinear region encompasing */
/* this node
*/

#define ROOT_NODE 0

B.3

makespace.c

/********************************************************************
*
Filename: make_space.c
*
*
Author: dholland
*
*
Called by: setup.c
*
* Description: This procedure allocates all the memory necessary
*
for the programs various arrays and structures.
*
*
Updates:
*
30May00 Commented (mlane).
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
"crystal.h"
"parallel.h"
"measure/babble.h"

double find_exc_cutoff (void); /* in exchange.c */
void make_space(struct CRYSTAL *cr, struct PARALLEL *par)
{
extern char
SU_vitals_in[];
extern int
SU_dn_part,
SU_nbox_x, SU_nbox_y, SU_nbox_z,
SU_avnbrs,
SU_make_crystal,
SU_gr,
DP_strain,
DP_dynamics,
CT_steps,
CT_n_cryst,
CT_squ_str,
CT_squ_str_update_steps,
PA_max_adv_x_count,
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PA_max_remove_add_x_count, /* max # particles exchanged in x
at a single vertical boundary
PA_max_remove_add_z_count, /* max # particles exchanged in z
at a single horizontal boundary
PA_max_ghost_corner_count, /* max # particles in a corner of me
that become ghosts on a diag nbr
PA_max_ghost_edge_count,
PA_max_ghost_face_count,
/* max # particles in an edge
region of me that become ghosts
on a right or left neighbor
CR_npart_in_cell,
CR_n_basis,
CT_melt,
/* switch to melt crystal
CT_bins;
extern double SU_length_per_node, SU_depth_per_node, SU_height_per_node,
SU_gr_y_bdry_ext,
PH_cutoff, CT_d_cutoff, ST_strain_max, PH_gr_cutoff,
PH_sw_sigma, PH_sw_a, PH_rose_cutoff,
PH_fg_rc_si, PH_fg_rc_o, PH_fg_2cutoff,
CT_gps, CT_max_del, CT_del, CT_temp,
CT_strain_dz,
SU_box_size,
A1x, A2y, A3z,
CT_y_bdry_ext,
/* per bdry; need if free bdry in y
CT_x_bdry_ext,
CT_z_bdry_ext,
CT_del,
CT_box_expand_factor;
char
filename[MAX_FILENAME_LEN];
int
msrc_b, mrc,
nx, ny, nz, init_step,
cells_x, cells_y, cells_z,
extra_strain_z_boxes, extra_ghost_boxes;
long int
temp_seed=0;
double
save_cutoff,
strain_max;
double
control_temp=0.0;
FILE
*fp;
babble_progress("

*/
*/
*/

*/

*/

*/

Allocating system memory, setting size parameters.");

/***************************************************************************
*
* Determine system geometry
*
***************************************************************************/
if(SU_make_crystal) {
/* Make an estimate from SU_*_per_node ***********************************/
babble_verbose("
... Estimating space requirements for make_crystal.");
cells_x = (int)(SU_length_per_node/A1x) + 1;
cells_y = (int)(SU_depth_per_node /A2y) + 1;
cells_z = (int)(SU_height_per_node/A3z) + 1;
cr->n_part
= CR_n_basis*CR_npart_in_cell*cells_x*cells_y*cells_z+SU_dn_part;
cr->n_dynm_part
= CR_n_basis*CR_npart_in_cell*cells_x*cells_y*cells_z+SU_dn_part;
}
else {
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/* Read in from file *****************************************************/
sprintf(filename,"%s_%02d.data",SU_vitals_in,par->me);
babble_progress(" Loading vitals from %s.", filename);
if((fp=fopen(filename,"r"))==NULL) {
printf("where’s my input crystal vitals (%s)?\n", filename);
exit(1);
}
else
fscanf(fp,"%23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23le %23lf
%ld %d %d %d %d %d",
&(par->sys_xmax),
&(par->sys_xmin),
&(par->sys_ymax),
&(par->sys_ymin),
&(par->sys_zmax),
&(par->sys_zmin),
&(cr->xmax),
&(cr->xmin),
&(cr->ymax),
&(cr->ymin),
&(cr->zmax),
&(cr->zmin),
&(CT_del),
&control_temp,
&temp_seed,
&init_step,
&(par->my_n_part),
&nx, &ny, &nz);
fclose(fp);
if(nx != par->npx || ny != par->npy || nz != par->npz) {
printf("wrong arrangement of nodes\n");
abort();
}
cr->n_part = par->my_n_part;
cr->n_dynm_part = par->my_n_part;
par->nod_xmax = cr->xmax;
par->nod_xmin = cr->xmin;
par->nod_ymax = cr->ymax;
par->nod_ymin = cr->ymin;
par->nod_zmax = cr->zmax;
par->nod_zmin = cr->zmin;
babble_debug("par->nod_xmax %e par->nod_ymax %e par->nod_zmax %e\n",
par->nod_xmax, par->nod_ymax, par->nod_zmax);
babble_debug("par->nod_xmin %e par->nod_ymin %e par->nod_zmin %e\n",
par->nod_xmin, par->nod_ymin, par->nod_zmin);
/* Added by flip */
SU_length_per_node = (cr->xmax - cr->xmin);
SU_depth_per_node = (cr->ymax - cr->ymin);
SU_height_per_node = (cr->zmax - cr->zmin);
}
/***************************************************************************
*
* Send/Receive count per boundary, ghost or otherwise
*
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***************************************************************************/
msrc_b = MAX(MAX(MAX(MAX(MAX(PA_max_remove_add_x_count,
PA_max_remove_add_z_count),
PA_max_adv_x_count),
PA_max_ghost_corner_count),
PA_max_ghost_edge_count),
PA_max_ghost_face_count);
par->msrc_b = msrc_b;
/* max receive count -- the max no. particles any node can receive, ghost or otherwise */
mrc = (6*PA_max_ghost_face_count + 13*PA_max_ghost_edge_count + 8*PA_max_ghost_corner_count);
/***************************************************************************
*
* Number of Particles
*
***************************************************************************/
cr->max_my_n_part = cr->n_part + SU_dn_part;
/* max # particles i can have, exc ghosts */
cr->max_n_part
= cr->n_part + mrc;
/* max # particles i can have, inc ghosts */
cr->big2_init
= cr->max_n_part*SU_avnbrs; /* max # distinct interacting pairs... (approx)*/
/***************************************************************************
*
* Set cutoff for ghost region boxes, same as we do in exchange.
* Changes made here are reset at the end of this routine.
*
***************************************************************************/
save_cutoff = PH_cutoff;
PH_cutoff
= find_exc_cutoff();
/***************************************************************************
*
* Number of Boxes along x, y, z per node
*
***************************************************************************/
strain_max = 1.0;
if ( (!DP_strain) && (!CT_squ_str) ) {
extra_strain_z_boxes =
(int)(((1.0+(CT_gps-1.0)*MAX(CT_max_del,CT_del))*SU_height_per_node)/
SU_box_size + 2.0);
}
else {
if (DP_strain) {
strain_max = MAX (ST_strain_max, strain_max);
}
if (CT_squ_str) {
strain_max = CT_strain_dz * (float)(CT_steps)/(float)(CT_squ_str_update_steps) /
(SU_height_per_node*par->npz);
}
extra_strain_z_boxes = (int)( (strain_max-1.0)*(SU_height_per_node/SU_box_size) + 2.0);
}
babble_debug(" ... strain_max: %g extra_z_boxes: %4d.", strain_max, extra_strain_z_boxes);
extra_ghost_boxes = 2*(int)(((2.0*PH_cutoff + CT_d_cutoff)/SU_box_size) + 1.0);
if(!CT_melt && !SU_gr) {
SU_nbox_x = (int)( (1.0+CT_box_expand_factor)*SU_length_per_node/SU_box_size) + 1 +
extra_ghost_boxes;
SU_nbox_y = (int)( SU_depth_per_node /SU_box_size) + 1 + extra_ghost_boxes;
SU_nbox_z = (int)( SU_height_per_node/SU_box_size) + 1 + extra_ghost_boxes + extra_strain_z_boxes;
}
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else if(CT_melt) { /* melt; make room for crystal becoming a glob */
SU_nbox_x = (int)((1.0+CT_box_expand_factor)*(SU_length_per_node+2.0*CT_x_bdry_ext)/SU_box_size) +
1 + extra_ghost_boxes;
SU_nbox_y = (int)((SU_depth_per_node +2.0*CT_y_bdry_ext)/SU_box_size) + 1 + extra_ghost_boxes;
SU_nbox_z = (int)((SU_height_per_node+2.0*CT_z_bdry_ext)/SU_box_size) + 1 + extra_ghost_boxes;
}
else if(SU_gr) { /* granular media */
SU_nbox_x = (int)( SU_length_per_node/SU_box_size) + 1 + extra_ghost_boxes;
SU_nbox_y = (int)((SU_depth_per_node + SU_gr_y_bdry_ext)/SU_box_size) + 1;
SU_nbox_z = (int)( SU_height_per_node/SU_box_size) + 1 + extra_ghost_boxes;
}
else {
printf("What are we doing? [make_space() can’t dig potential]\n");
abort();
}
/***************************************************************************
*
* Allocate Stuff
*
***************************************************************************/
cr->p
if(SU_gr)
cr->pre_p
else
cr->pre_p
cr->dpdt
cr->type
cr->bx
cr->by
cr->bz
cr->nnbr_indx
cr->bond
cr->no_nnbrs
/* inc. ghosts */
cr->big2_first_nbr
cr->part_pot
cr->part_ke
cr->phy
cr->ctrl
cr->box
cr->cp
cr->short_first_nbr
cr->partial_screen
cr->short_list
cr->zeta_list
cr->rijmax
cr->meam_rmax
cr->short_list_number
if(cr->p
cr->pre_p
cr->dpdt
cr->type
cr->bx
cr->by
cr->bz

= (double *)

malloc(6*( cr->max_n_part

)*sizeof(double));

= (double *)

malloc(3*( cr->max_n_part

)*sizeof(double));

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(double *)
(double *)
(int *)
(int *)
(int *)
(int *)
(int *)
(int *)
(int *)

malloc(3*( cr->max_my_n_part )*sizeof(double));
malloc(3*( cr->max_my_n_part )*sizeof(double));
malloc(( cr->max_n_part )
*sizeof(int));
malloc(( cr->max_n_part )
*sizeof(int));
malloc(( cr->max_n_part )
*sizeof(int));
malloc(( cr->max_n_part )
*sizeof(int));
malloc(( cr->big2_init )
*sizeof(int));
malloc(9*( CT_bins )
*sizeof(int));
malloc(( cr->max_n_part )
*sizeof(int));

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(int *)
(double
(double
(struct
(struct
(ABOX
(struct
(int *)
(int *)
(int *)
(double
(double
(double
(int *)

malloc(( cr->max_n_part )
*sizeof(int));
*)
malloc(( cr->max_my_n_part ) *sizeof(double));
*)
malloc(( cr->max_my_n_part ) *sizeof(double));
PHYSICS *) malloc(sizeof(struct PHYSICS));
CONTROL *) malloc(sizeof(struct CONTROL));
*) malloc(SU_nbox_x*SU_nbox_y*SU_nbox_z*sizeof(ABOX));
CRYSTAL_PARAM *)malloc(sizeof(struct CRYSTAL_PARAM));
malloc((cr->max_n_part)
*sizeof(int));
malloc((cr->max_n_part)
*sizeof(int));
malloc((cr->max_n_part)*SU_avnbrs*sizeof(int));
*)
malloc((cr->max_n_part)*SU_avnbrs*sizeof(double));
*)
malloc((cr->max_n_part)
*sizeof(double));
*)
malloc((cr->max_n_part)
*sizeof(double));
malloc((cr->max_n_part)
*sizeof(int));

==
==
==
==
==
==
==

||
||
||
||
||
||
||

NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
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cr->nnbr_indx
== NULL ||
cr->bond
== NULL ||
cr->no_nnbrs
== NULL ||
cr->big2_first_nbr
== NULL ||
cr->part_pot
== NULL ||
cr->part_ke
== NULL ||
cr->phy
== NULL ||
cr->ctrl
== NULL ||
cr->box
== NULL ||
cr->cp
== NULL ||
cr->short_list_number == NULL ||
cr->short_first_nbr
== NULL ||
cr->partial_screen
== NULL ||
cr->short_list
== NULL) {
printf("First set of cr buffers: insufficient malloc space\n");
abort();
}
if(SU_make_crystal) cr->ctrl->init_step = 0;
else cr->ctrl->init_step = init_step;
/*
* up to this point CT_melt is what has been read in from the
* PF_CT_in file; however, if the kick control temp has been changing
* its value should be cr->ctrl->temp. NOTE cr->temp is the actual
* kinetic energy temperature; cr->ctrl->temp is the kick control
* temperature.
*/
if(!SU_make_crystal) {
cr->ctrl->temp = control_temp;
CT_temp
= cr->ctrl->temp;
}
cr->ctrl->temperature_seed = temp_seed;
cr->ctrl->temp = CT_temp; /* cr->ctrl->temp is what gets written in
reports() and updated in nrg_force_init() */
if(SU_make_crystal) {
cr->cp->species = (int *)malloc(50*sizeof(int));
cr->cp->spec_bas = (int *)malloc(10*sizeof(int));
cr->cp->cap
= (double *)malloc(100*3*sizeof(double));
}

/* ****arrays for inter-node communication**** */
par->my_n_part
= cr->n_part; /* number of particles that live in this node */
par->reindex
par->remove
par->send_pos_type
par->send_neg_type
par->send_pos_p
par->send_neg_p
par->send_pos_pre_p
par->send_neg_pre_p
par->recv_pos_type
par->recv_neg_type
par->recv_pos_p

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

= (int
*)malloc( msrc_b*sizeof(int));
= (int
*)malloc( msrc_b*sizeof(int));
(int
*)malloc( msrc_b*sizeof(int));
(int
*)malloc( msrc_b*sizeof(int));
(double *)malloc(6*msrc_b*sizeof(double));
(double *)malloc(6*msrc_b*sizeof(double));
(double *)malloc(3*msrc_b*sizeof(double));
(double *)malloc(3*msrc_b*sizeof(double));
(int
*)malloc( msrc_b*sizeof(int));
(int
*)malloc( msrc_b*sizeof(int));
(double *)malloc(6*msrc_b*sizeof(double));
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par->recv_neg_p
= (double *)malloc(6*msrc_b*sizeof(double));
par->recv_pos_pre_p = (double *)malloc(3*msrc_b*sizeof(double));
par->recv_neg_pre_p = (double *)malloc(3*msrc_b*sizeof(double));
par->ghost_face_indx
= (int
*)malloc( 7*PA_max_ghost_face_count *sizeof(int));
par->ghost_edge_indx
= (int
*)malloc(14*PA_max_ghost_edge_count *sizeof(int));
par->ghost_corner_indx
= (int
*)malloc(14*PA_max_ghost_corner_count*sizeof(int));
if(par->reindex
== NULL ||
par->remove
== NULL ||
par->send_pos_type
== NULL ||
par->send_neg_type
== NULL ||
par->send_pos_p
== NULL ||
par->send_neg_p
== NULL ||
par->send_pos_pre_p
== NULL ||
par->send_neg_pre_p
== NULL ||
par->recv_pos_type
== NULL ||
par->recv_neg_type
== NULL ||
par->recv_pos_p
== NULL ||
par->recv_neg_p
== NULL ||
par->recv_pos_pre_p
== NULL ||
par->recv_neg_pre_p
== NULL ||
par->ghost_edge_indx
== NULL ||
par->ghost_corner_indx
== NULL)
{
printf("par buffers in make_space(): insufficient malloc space\n");
abort();
}
if(DP_dynamics) {
cr->ctrl->cryst_p
cr->ctrl->cryst_type

= (double *)malloc(3*CT_n_cryst*sizeof(double));
= (int
*)malloc( CT_n_cryst*sizeof(int));

if(
cr->ctrl->cryst_p
cr->ctrl->cryst_type

== NULL ||
== NULL)

{
printf("Second set of cr buffers in make_space(): insufficient malloc space\n");
abort();
}
}
/* reset PH_cutoff for use in nbr_lists()
*/
PH_cutoff = save_cutoff;
}
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Appendix C
Code: Potentials

C.1

MEAM potential code

/* Modified Embedded Atom Method */
/* FOR TIN
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
"crystal.h"

void meam(struct CRYSTAL *cr)
{
extern double
PH_meam_Ec,
PH_meam_rc,
PH_meam_A,
PH_meam_beta0, PH_meam_beta1, PH_meam_beta2, PH_meam_beta3,
PH_meam_t0,
PH_meam_t1,
PH_meam_t2,
PH_meam_t3,
PH_meam_cutoff, PH_meam_Z,
PH_meam_rnn0, PH_meam_rsmall,
PH_meam_Cmin, PH_meam_Cmax;
int
j, k, my_n, Makelist, part, indx,
ii, jj, kk, mm, i, n, idx,
alpha, beta, vgamma, dim,
nbr, nbr_init, nbr_max,
nextnbr, nextnbr_init, nextnbr_max, fail=0;
double
Ec, rc, A, beta0, beta1, beta2, beta3, t0, t1, t2, t3, ZZ, rnn0, rsmall;
double
ix, iy, iz, rij_x, rik_x, rjk_x, rij, rrij, rijinv,
Q1[3], sum,
jx, jy, jz, rij_y, rik_y, rjk_y, rik, rrik, rikinv,
Q2[3][3],
kx, ky, kz, rij_z, rik_z, rjk_z, rjk, rrjk, rjkinv,
Q3[3][3][3],
ccutoff, rimax, zeta_ij, Q0, Q2a, R0[3], R2a[3],
R1[3][3], R2[3][3][3], R3[3][3][3][3], Xik, Xkj,
xij[3], xik[3], xkj[3], xij_prime[3][3], xik_prime[3],
x, Xdiff, C, Xik_prime[3], Xkj_prime[3],
orc, Zinv, phi, Ly, Lydiv2, ccutoffj, xkj_prime[3],
phi_prime[3], rhobi_0_prime[3], prefactor,
F2_fac, Frhobi_0, Frhob, Sikj_prime[3][3],
dF3, dF1[3], tmp1, tmp2, tmp3,
F10_fac,
F10_fac2, rhoj_a0, rrhoi_0, rhoj_A0, rrrrhoi_0,
F11_fac2, F3_fac0,
rhoj_a1, rrhoi_1, rhoj_A1,
F12_fac2, F3_fac1,
rhoj_a2, rrhoi_2, rhoj_A2,
F12_fac2b, F3_fac2,
rhoj_a3, rrhoi_3, rhoj_A3,
F13_fac2, F3_fac3,
rhobi_0, rrhobi_0, Gamma, rhob, rhob_prime[3][3],
Sikj,
Sikj_plus, Sikj_minus, Sikjinv, Gamma_prime[3][3],
rrhoi_0_pre_prime, rrhoi_1_pre_prime, rrhoi_2_pre_prime, rrhoi_3_pre_prime,
rrhoi_0_prime[3], rrhoi_1_prime[3], rrhoi_2_prime[3], rrhoi_3_prime[3],
rhoj_A0_prime[3], rhoj_A1_prime[3], rhoj_A2_prime[3], rhoj_A3_prime[3],
rhoj_a0_prime[3], rhoj_a1_prime[3], rhoj_a2_prime[3], rhoj_a3_prime[3],
dSikj_dix, dSikj_djx, dSikj_dkx, d_Sikj_drik,
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double
const double
static int

dSikj_diy, dSikj_djy, dSikj_dky, d_Sikj_drjk,
dSikj_diz, dSikj_djz, dSikj_dkz, d_Sikj_drij;
screen(double, double, double), test=0.0, test2[3],
eu(double), eu_prime(double);
c32o9 = 32.0/9.0, third = 1.0/3.0, epsilon = 1.0000000000000000e-8, cf = 2.0;
flag = 1, do_once = 1;

beta0 = PH_meam_beta0; t0 = PH_meam_t0;
beta1 = PH_meam_beta1; t1 = PH_meam_t1;
beta2 = PH_meam_beta2; t2 = PH_meam_t2;
beta3 = PH_meam_beta3; t3 = PH_meam_t3;
Ly
= cr->ymax - cr->ymin;
Lydiv2 = 0.5*Ly;
my_n
= cr->n_dynm_part;
n
= cr->n_part;
orc
= 1.0/rc;
Zinv
= 1.0/ZZ;
idx
= 0;
Makelist
= cr->Makelist;

Ec
rc
A
ZZ

=
=
=
=

PH_meam_Ec;
PH_meam_rc;
PH_meam_A;
PH_meam_Z;

rnn0
= PH_meam_rnn0;
rsmall = PH_meam_rsmall;

for(i = 0; i < n ; i++) {
ix = cr->p[i*6+0];
iy = cr->p[i*6+1];
iz = cr->p[i*6+2];
ccutoff = SQR(PH_meam_cutoff);
if(cr->dynamic_screening)
if( cr->meam_rmax[i] > 0.0 && cf*SQR(cr->meam_rmax[i]) < ccutoff )
ccutoff = cf*SQR(cr->meam_rmax[i]);
rimax = 0.0;
phi = 0.0;
Q0 = 0.0;
Q2a = 0.0;
test=0.0;
for(ii=0;ii<3;ii++) {
Q1[ii] = 0.0;
for(jj=0;jj<3;jj++) {
Q2[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for(kk=0;kk<3;kk++) Q3[ii][jj][kk] = 0.0;
}
}
if(Makelist) {
cr->short_first_nbr[i]
= idx;
cr->partial_screen[i]
= NO;
cr->short_list_number[i] = 0;
nbr_init = cr->big2_first_nbr[i];
nbr_max = nbr_init + cr->no_nnbrs[i];
}
else {
nbr_init = cr->short_first_nbr[i];
nbr_max = nbr_init + cr->short_list_number[i];
}
if(nbr_init == nbr_max) continue;
for(nbr = nbr_init; nbr < nbr_max; nbr++) {
if(Makelist) j = cr->nnbr_indx[nbr];
else
j = cr->short_list[nbr];
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jx = cr->p[j*6+0];
jy = cr->p[j*6+1];
jz = cr->p[j*6+2];
rij_x = jx-ix;
rij_y = jy-iy;
rij_z = jz-iz;
rrij = SQR(rij_x) + SQR(rij_y) + SQR(rij_z);
if(Makelist) if(rrij >= ccutoff) continue;
rij
rijinv
rij_x
rij_y
rij_z

= sqrt(rrij);
= 1.0/rij;
*= rijinv;
*= rijinv;
*= rijinv;

if(i < j) {
zeta_ij = 1.0;
if( cr->dynamic_screening && cr->meam_rmax[j] > 0.0 && cf*SQR(cr->meam_rmax[j]) <
SQR(PH_meam_cutoff) )
ccutoffj = cf*SQR(cr->meam_rmax[j]);
else ccutoffj = SQR(PH_meam_cutoff);
if(Makelist || cr->partial_screen[i]) {
nextnbr_init = cr->big2_first_nbr[i];
nextnbr_max = nextnbr_init + cr->no_nnbrs[i];
}
else{
nextnbr_init = cr->short_first_nbr[i];
nextnbr_max = nextnbr_init + cr->short_list_number[i];
}
for(nextnbr = nextnbr_init; nextnbr < nextnbr_max; nextnbr++) {
if(Makelist || cr->partial_screen[i]) k = cr->nnbr_indx[nextnbr];
else k = cr->short_list[nextnbr];
if(k==j || k==i) continue;
kx = cr->p[k*6+0];
ky = cr->p[k*6+1];
kz = cr->p[k*6+2];
rjk_x = kx-jx;
rjk_y = ky-jy;
rjk_z = kz-jz;
rrjk = SQR(rjk_x) + SQR(rjk_y) + SQR(rjk_z);
if(rrjk >= ccutoffj) continue;
rik_x = kx-ix;
rik_y = ky-iy;
rik_z = kz-iz;
rrik = SQR(rik_x) + SQR(rik_y) + SQR(rik_z);
if(Makelist || cr->partial_screen[i])
if(rrik >= ccutoff) continue;
rik = sqrt(rrik);
rjk = sqrt(rrjk);
Sikj = screen(rij,rjk,rik);
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zeta_ij *= Sikj;
if(zeta_ij <= epsilon) {
zeta_ij = 0.0;
}
} /* k-loop */
}
else {
zeta_ij = 0.0;
for(nextnbr = cr->short_first_nbr[j]; nextnbr < cr->short_first_nbr[j] +
cr->short_list_number[j]; nextnbr++)
if(i == cr->short_list[nextnbr]) {
zeta_ij = cr->zeta_list[nextnbr];
break;
}
}
if(rij > rimax) rimax = rij;
if(zeta_ij == 0.0) continue;
if(Makelist) {
cr->short_list_number[i]++;
cr->short_list[idx] = j;
cr->zeta_list[idx] = zeta_ij;
idx++;
if(zeta_ij < 1.0-epsilon) cr->partial_screen[i] = 1;
}
else cr->zeta_list[nbr] = zeta_ij;
rhoj_a0 = exp(-beta0*(rij*orc-1.0));
rhoj_a1 = exp(-beta1*(rij*orc-1.0));
rhoj_a2 = exp(-beta2*(rij*orc-1.0));
rhoj_a3 = exp(-beta3*(rij*orc-1.0));
rrhobi_0 = t0*SQR(rhoj_a0*ZZ);
if(rrhobi_0 < 0.0) { printf("Negative charge density in meam.c! rrhobi_0 = %e\n", rrhobi_0);
abort(); }
rhobi_0 = sqrt(rrhobi_0);
phi += Zinv*(eu(rij) - A*Ec*Zinv*rhobi_0*log(rhobi_0*Zinv))*zeta_ij;

test += zeta_ij;
xij[0] = -rij_x;
xij[1] = -rij_y;
xij[2] = -rij_z;
Q0 += rhoj_a0*zeta_ij;
Q2a += rhoj_a2*zeta_ij;
for(alpha=0;alpha<3;alpha++) {
Q1[alpha] += rhoj_a1*zeta_ij*xij[alpha];
for(beta=0;beta<3;beta++) {
Q2[alpha][beta] += rhoj_a2*zeta_ij*xij[alpha]*xij[beta];
for(vgamma=0;vgamma<3;vgamma++)
Q3[alpha][beta][vgamma] += rhoj_a3*zeta_ij*xij[alpha]*xij[beta]*xij[vgamma];
}
}
} /* j-loop */
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cr->meam_rmax[i] = rimax;
rrhoi_0 = SQR(Q0);
rrrrhoi_0 = SQR(rrhoi_0);
rrhoi_1 = 0.0; sum = 0.0; rrhoi_3 = 0.0;
for(alpha=0;alpha<3;alpha++) {
rrhoi_1 += SQR(Q1[alpha]);
for(beta=0;beta<3;beta++) {
sum += SQR(Q2[alpha][beta]);
for(vgamma=0;vgamma<3;vgamma++)
rrhoi_3 += SQR(Q3[alpha][beta][vgamma]);
}
}
rrhoi_2 = sum - third*SQR(Q2a);
Gamma = (t1*rrhoi_1 + t2*rrhoi_2 + t3*rrhoi_3) / rrhoi_0;
if(1.0 + Gamma < 0.0) {
if(do_once) {
do_once = 0;
printf("Step %d: 1.0 + Gamma is negative for particle %d at %f!\n",
cr->ctrl->step, i, ix-cr->xmin);
printf("This message printed only once per node.\n");
fflush(stdout);
}
rhob = 1.0000000000000000e-10;
}
else rhob = 2.0 * Q0 / (1.0 + exp(-Gamma));
/**** FOR TIN ****/
if(i < my_n) {
Frhob
= A*Ec*rhob*Zinv*log(rhob*Zinv);
cr->part_pot[i]
= Frhob + phi;
cr->pot += cr->part_pot[i];
}
/*
*
*
*

********************** FORCE STARTS HERE ***********************
forces exist only between particles that are not fully screened,
so can use short list here
****************************************************************

nbr_init = cr->short_first_nbr[i];
nbr_max = nbr_init + cr->short_list_number[i];
/*
/*

nbr_init = cr->big2_first_nbr[i]; */
nbr_max = nbr_init + cr->no_nnbrs[i]; */

for(nbr = nbr_init; nbr < nbr_max; nbr++) {
j
= cr->short_list[nbr];
/*
j = cr->nnbr_indx[nbr]; */
zeta_ij = cr->zeta_list[nbr];

jx = cr->p[j*6+0];
jy = cr->p[j*6+1];
jz = cr->p[j*6+2];
rij_x = jx-ix;
rij_y = jy-iy;
rij_z = jz-iz;
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*
*
*
*/

rrij = SQR(rij_x) + SQR(rij_y) + SQR(rij_z);
rij
rijinv
rij_x
rij_y
rij_z

= sqrt(rrij);
= 1.0/rij;
*= rijinv;
*= rijinv;
*= rijinv;

xij[0] = -rij_x;
xij[1] = -rij_y;
xij[2] = -rij_z;
rhoj_a0
rhoj_a1
rhoj_a2
rhoj_a3

=
=
=
=

exp(-beta0*(rij*orc-1.0));
exp(-beta1*(rij*orc-1.0));
exp(-beta2*(rij*orc-1.0));
exp(-beta3*(rij*orc-1.0));

rrhobi_0 = t0*SQR(rhoj_a0*ZZ);
if(rrhobi_0 < 0.0) { printf("Negative charge density in meam.c! rrhobi_0 = %e\n", rrhobi_0);
abort(); }
rhobi_0 = sqrt(rrhobi_0);
for (dim=0;dim<3;dim++) {
rhoj_a0_prime[dim]
rhoj_a1_prime[dim]
rhoj_a2_prime[dim]
rhoj_a3_prime[dim]

=
=
=
=

-rhoj_a0*beta0*orc*xij[dim];
-rhoj_a1*beta1*orc*xij[dim];
-rhoj_a2*beta2*orc*xij[dim];
-rhoj_a3*beta3*orc*xij[dim];

for (alpha=0;alpha<3;alpha++)
xij_prime[alpha][dim] = rijinv*((alpha==dim ? 1.0 : 0.0) - xij[alpha]*xij[dim]);
R0[dim]
R2a[dim]

= rhoj_a0_prime[dim]*zeta_ij;
= rhoj_a2_prime[dim]*zeta_ij;

for(alpha=0;alpha<3;alpha++) {
R1[alpha][dim] = rhoj_a1_prime[dim]*zeta_ij*xij[alpha] + rhoj_a1*zeta_ij*xij_prime[alpha][dim];
for(beta=0;beta<3;beta++) {
R2[alpha][beta][dim] = rhoj_a2_prime[dim]*zeta_ij*xij[alpha]*xij[beta] \
+ 2.0*rhoj_a2*zeta_ij*xij_prime[alpha][dim]*xij[beta];
for(vgamma=0;vgamma<3;vgamma++)
R3[alpha][beta][vgamma][dim] = rhoj_a3_prime[dim]*zeta_ij*xij[alpha]*xij[beta]*xij[vgamma] \
+ 3.0*rhoj_a3*zeta_ij*xij_prime[alpha][dim]*xij[beta]*xij[vgamma];
}
}
rhobi_0_prime[dim] = (t0*SQR(ZZ)*rhoj_a0*rhoj_a0_prime[dim])/rhobi_0;
phi_prime[dim] = (Zinv*eu_prime(rij)*xij[dim]-A*Ec*SQR(Zinv)*(log(rhobi_0*Zinv)+1.0)*
rhobi_0_prime[dim])*zeta_ij;
for (mm=0;mm<3;mm++)
rrhoi_1_prime[mm] =
rrhoi_2_prime[mm] =
rrhoi_3_prime[mm] =
}

{
0.0;
0.0;
0.0;
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rrhoi_0_prime[dim] = 2.0*Q0*R0[dim];
for(alpha=0;alpha<3;alpha++) {
rrhoi_1_prime[dim] += 2.0*Q1[alpha]*R1[alpha][dim];
for(beta=0;beta<3;beta++) {
rrhoi_2_prime[dim] += 2.0*Q2[alpha][beta]*R2[alpha][beta][dim];
for(vgamma=0;vgamma<3;vgamma++)
rrhoi_3_prime[dim] += 2.0*Q3[alpha][beta][vgamma]*R3[alpha][beta][vgamma][dim];
}
}
rrhoi_2_prime[dim] -= 2.0*third*Q2a*R2a[dim];
Gamma_prime[0][dim] = (t1*(rrhoi_1_prime[dim]*rrhoi_0 - rrhoi_1*rrhoi_0_prime[dim]) \
+ t2*(rrhoi_2_prime[dim]*rrhoi_0 - rrhoi_2*rrhoi_0_prime[dim]) \
+ t3*(rrhoi_3_prime[dim]*rrhoi_0 - rrhoi_3*rrhoi_0_prime[dim]))/rrrrhoi_0;
rhob_prime[0][dim] = 2.0*R0[dim]/(1.0+exp(-Gamma)) + 2.0*Q0*exp(-Gamma)/SQR(1.0+exp(-Gamma))*
Gamma_prime[0][dim];
if (i < my_n) cr->dpdt[3*i+dim] += -(A*Ec*Zinv*(log(rhob*Zinv)+1.0)*rhob_prime[0][dim] +
phi_prime[dim]);
if (j < my_n) cr->dpdt[3*j+dim] -= -(A*Ec*Zinv*(log(rhob*Zinv)+1.0)*rhob_prime[0][dim] +
phi_prime[dim]);
if ( isnan(cr->dpdt[3*i+0]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*i+1]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*i+2])
|| isnan(cr->dpdt[3*j+0]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*j+1]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*j+2]) ) {
printf("NaN in Meam 2-body!!!\n");
printf("i x=%e y=%e z=%e\n", cr->dpdt[3*i+0], cr->dpdt[3*i+1], cr->dpdt[3*i+2]);
printf("j x=%e y=%e z=%e\n", cr->dpdt[3*j+0], cr->dpdt[3*j+1], cr->dpdt[3*j+2]);
printf("rhob_prime x=%e y=%e z=%e\n", rhob_prime[0][0], rhob_prime[0][1], rhob_prime[0][2]);
printf("phi_prime x=%e y=%e z=%e\n", phi_prime[0], phi_prime[1], phi_prime[2]);
printf("step=%d, particle=%d\n", cr->ctrl->step, i);
abort();
}
rrhoi_1_pre_prime = 0.0;
rrhoi_2_pre_prime = 0.0;
rrhoi_3_pre_prime = 0.0;
rrhoi_0_pre_prime = 2.0*Q0*rhoj_a0*zeta_ij;
for(alpha=0;alpha<3;alpha++) {
rrhoi_1_pre_prime += 2.0*Q1[alpha]*rhoj_a1*zeta_ij*xij[alpha];
for(beta=0;beta<3;beta++) {
rrhoi_2_pre_prime += 2.0*Q2[alpha][beta]*rhoj_a2*zeta_ij*xij[alpha]*xij[beta];
for(vgamma=0;vgamma<3;vgamma++)
rrhoi_3_pre_prime += 2.0*Q3[alpha][beta][vgamma]*rhoj_a3*zeta_ij*xij[alpha]*xij[beta]*
xij[vgamma];
}
}
rrhoi_2_pre_prime -= 2.0*third*Q2a*rhoj_a2*zeta_ij;
} /* dim loop */
phi

= Zinv*(eu(rij) - A*Ec*Zinv*rhobi_0*log(rhobi_0*Zinv));

if( cr->dynamic_screening && cr->meam_rmax[j] > 0.0 && cf*SQR(cr->meam_rmax[j]) <
SQR(PH_meam_cutoff) )
ccutoffj = cf*SQR(cr->meam_rmax[j]);
else ccutoffj = SQR(PH_meam_cutoff);
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/*
/*

nextnbr_init = cr->big2_first_nbr[i]; */
nextnbr_max = nextnbr_init + cr->no_nnbrs[i]; */
nextnbr_init = cr->short_first_nbr[i];
nextnbr_max = nextnbr_init + cr->short_list_number[i];
for(nextnbr = nextnbr_init; nextnbr < nextnbr_max; nextnbr++) {

/*

k = cr->nnbr_indx[nextnbr]; */
k = cr->short_list[nextnbr];
if(k==j || k==i)
continue;
kx = cr->p[k*6+0];
ky = cr->p[k*6+1];
kz = cr->p[k*6+2];
rjk_x = kx-jx;
rjk_y = ky-jy;
rjk_z = kz-jz;
rrjk = SQR(rjk_x) + SQR(rjk_y) + SQR(rjk_z);
if(rrjk >= ccutoffj) continue;
rik_x = kx-ix;
rik_y = ky-iy;
rik_z = kz-iz;
rrik = SQR(rik_x) + SQR(rik_y) + SQR(rik_z);
if(rrik >= ccutoff) continue;
rik
rjk

= sqrt(rrik);
= sqrt(rrjk);

Sikj = screen(rij,rjk,rik);
if(Sikj<= 0.0 || Sikj >= 1.0) continue;
Sikjinv = 1.0/Sikj;
if (!finite(Sikjinv)) { printf ("Sikjinv not finite. Skip.\n"); continue; }
rjkinv
xkj[0]
xkj[1]
xkj[2]

=
=
=
=

1.0/rjk;
-rjk_x * rjkinv;
-rjk_y * rjkinv;
-rjk_z * rjkinv;

rikinv
xik[0]
xik[1]
xik[2]

=
=
=
=

1.0/rik;
rik_x * rikinv;
rik_y * rikinv;
rik_z * rikinv;

Xik = SQR((rik/rij));
Xkj = SQR((rjk/rij));
Xdiff = (Xik-Xkj);
C = (2.0*(Xik+Xkj)-SQR(Xdiff)-1.0)/(1.0-SQR(Xdiff));
x = (C - PH_meam_Cmin)/(PH_meam_Cmax - PH_meam_Cmin);
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for (ii=0; ii<3; ii++) for (jj=0; jj<3; jj++) Sikj_prime[ii][jj] = 0.0;
if ((x > 0.0) && (x < 1.0)) {
prefactor = 16.0*(pow ((1.0 -x), 3.0) - pow((1.0 - x), 7.0));
prefactor /= (1.0-SQR(Xdiff))*(PH_meam_Cmax - PH_meam_Cmin);
for (dim=0;dim<3;dim++) {
if (i < my_n) {
Xik_prime[dim] = -2.0*rik/(rij*rij*rij)*(rik*xij[dim]+rij*xik[dim]);
Xkj_prime[dim] = -2.0*rjk/(rij*rij*rij)*rjk*xij[dim];
Sikj_prime[0][dim] = prefactor*((Xik_prime[dim]+Xkj_prime[dim])-(1.0-C)*Xdiff*(Xik_prime[dim]Xkj_prime[dim]));
}
if (j < my_n) {
Xik_prime[dim] = 2.0*rik/(rij*rij*rij)*rik*xij[dim];
Xkj_prime[dim] = 2.0*rjk/(rij*rij*rij)*(rij*xkj[dim]+rjk*xij[dim]);
Sikj_prime[1][dim] = prefactor*((Xik_prime[dim]+Xkj_prime[dim])-(1.0-C)*Xdiff*(Xik_prime[dim]Xkj_prime[dim]));
}
if (k < my_n) {
Xik_prime[dim] = 2.0*rik/(rij*rij)*xik[dim];
Xkj_prime[dim] = -2.0*rjk/(rij*rij)*xkj[dim];
Sikj_prime[2][dim] = prefactor*((Xik_prime[dim]+Xkj_prime[dim])-(1.0-C)*Xdiff*(Xik_prime[dim]Xkj_prime[dim]));
}
}
}
for (dim=0;dim<3;dim++) {
for (part=0;part<3;part++) {
Gamma_prime[part][dim] = (t1*(rrhoi_1_pre_prime*rrhoi_0 - rrhoi_1*rrhoi_0_pre_prime) \
+ t2*(rrhoi_2_pre_prime*rrhoi_0 - rrhoi_2*rrhoi_0_pre_prime) \
+ t3*(rrhoi_3_pre_prime*rrhoi_0 - rrhoi_3*rrhoi_0_pre_prime)) \
* Sikj_prime[part][dim]*Sikjinv/ rrrrhoi_0;
rhob_prime[part][dim] = 2.0*rhoj_a0*zeta_ij*Sikj_prime[part][dim]*Sikjinv/(1.0+exp(-Gamma)) +
2.0*Q0*exp(-Gamma)/SQR(1.0+exp(-Gamma))*Gamma_prime[part][dim];
}
if (zeta_ij > epsilon) {
if (i < my_n) {
cr->dpdt[3*i+dim] += -(A*Ec*Zinv*(log(rhob*Zinv)+1.0)*rhob_prime[0][dim] + phi*zeta_ij*
Sikj_prime[0][dim]*Sikjinv);
if ( isnan(cr->dpdt[3*i+0]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*i+1]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*i+2]) ) fail=1;
}
if (j < my_n) {
cr->dpdt[3*j+dim] += -(A*Ec*Zinv*(log(rhob*Zinv)+1.0)*rhob_prime[1][dim] + phi*zeta_ij*
Sikj_prime[1][dim]*Sikjinv);
if ( isnan(cr->dpdt[3*j+0]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3+j+1]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*j+2]) ) fail=1;
}
if (k < my_n) {
cr->dpdt[3*k+dim] += -(A*Ec*Zinv*(log(rhob*Zinv)+1.0)*rhob_prime[2][dim] + phi*zeta_ij*
Sikj_prime[2][dim]*Sikjinv);
if ( isnan(cr->dpdt[3*k+0]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*k+1]) || isnan(cr->dpdt[3*k+2]) ) fail=1;
}
}
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if ( fail == 1) {
printf("NaN in Meam 3-body!!!\n");
abort();
}
}
} /* k-loop */
}
/* j-loop */
}
/* i-loop */
}
/* meam() */
double screen(double rij, double rjk, double rik)
{
extern double PH_meam_Cmin, PH_meam_Cmax;
double
Xik, Xkj, Xdiff, C, Sikj, tmp, x;
Xik = SQR((rik/rij));
Xkj = SQR((rjk/rij));
Xdiff = (Xik-Xkj);
if(SQR(Xdiff) >= 1.0) {
Sikj = 1.0;
return(Sikj);
}
C = (2.0*(Xik+Xkj)-SQR(Xdiff)-1.0)/(1.0-SQR(Xdiff));
x = (C - PH_meam_Cmin)/(PH_meam_Cmax - PH_meam_Cmin);
if (x <= 0.0)
Sikj = 0.0;
else if (x < 1.0) Sikj = pow ((1.0 - pow((1.0 - x), 4.0)), 2.0);
else
Sikj = 1.0;
return(Sikj);
}

double eu(double r) {
extern double PH_meam_Ec, PH_meam_alpha, PH_meam_rc;
double
tmp, tmp1, tmp2;
tmp2 = -PH_meam_alpha*(r/PH_meam_rc-1.0);
tmp1 = exp(tmp2);
tmp = -PH_meam_Ec*(1.0+PH_meam_alpha*(r/PH_meam_rc-1.0))*tmp1;
return(tmp);
}
double eu_prime(double r) {
extern double PH_meam_Ec, PH_meam_alpha, PH_meam_rc;
double
tmp, tmp1, tmp2, r_rc, orc;
orc
r_rc
tmp2
tmp1
tmp

=
=
=
=
=

1.0/PH_meam_rc;
r*orc;
-PH_meam_alpha*(r_rc-1.0);
exp(tmp2);
-PH_meam_Ec*(1.0+PH_meam_alpha*(r_rc-1.0))*tmp1*(-PH_meam_alpha*orc)
-PH_meam_Ec*PH_meam_alpha*orc*tmp1;
return(tmp);

}
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C.2

Lennard-Jones 6 - 12 cubic spline potential

/*
* Filename:
* Author:
* Called by:
* Summary:
*
*/

lj.c
flip
potential()
Calculate the Lennard-Jones 2-body potential

#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "crystal.h"
#define BABBLE_COMPILE_THRESHOLD 2000
#include "measure/babble.h"
void lj_spline(struct CRYSTAL *cr)
{
extern double
PH_lj_sigma;
extern double
PH_lj_epsilon;
extern double
PH_lj_cutoff;
extern double
PH_lj_spline_cutoff, PH_lj_spline_a2, PH_lj_spline_a3;
int
int

ii, jj, nbr;
my_n, nbr_init, nbr_max;

double
double
double
double

rix,riy,riz,rjx,rjy,rjz;
dx, dy, dz;
fx, fy, fz;
pe;

double
double
double

cutoff, sigma, epsilon;
rr, rrinv, s_rinv_2, s_rinv_6, s_rinv_12, fterm;
rrdiff, rrdiffsquared, a2, a3;

/* force parameters */
sigma
= PH_lj_sigma;
epsilon
= PH_lj_epsilon;
cutoff
= PH_lj_cutoff;
a2
= PH_lj_spline_a2;
a3
= PH_lj_spline_a3;
/*
update the forces on only
therefore ii need only be
for a pair {ii,jj}, force
for each atom that lives
for each interacting pair
increment the force on it

those atoms that live on this node
looped up to cr->n_dynm_part.
on ii equals minus the force on jj.
on this node,
it is an element of,
and its neighbor.

*/
/* num of particles exc. ghosts
*/
my_n
= cr->n_dynm_part;
babble_debug(" LJ: N=%5d sigma=%7g epsilon=%7g cutoff=%7g spline_cutoff=%7g",
my_n, sigma, epsilon, cutoff, PH_lj_spline_cutoff);
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/* ****** OUTER LOOP OVER ALL PARTICLES, EXC. GHOSTS, ON THIS NODE ************* */
for(ii=0; ii < my_n; ii++) {
/* coordinates of ‘ii’
*/
rix = RX(cr,ii);
riy = RY(cr,ii);
riz = RZ(cr,ii);
babble_crazy("Particle %2d (%5.2g,%5.2g,%5.2g):
f %8.2g:(%8.2g,%8.2g,%8.2g) pe %5.2g",
ii, rix*1e10,riy*1e10,riz*1e10,
sqrt(SQR(FX(cr,ii))+SQR(FY(cr,ii))+SQR(FZ(cr,ii)))*1e1,
FX(cr,ii)*1e12,FY(cr,ii)*1e12,FZ(cr,ii)*1e12, PE(cr,ii)*1e20);
/* ****** INNER LOOP OVER NEIGHBORS OF PARTICLE ’i’ ************************** */
nbr_init = cr->big2_first_nbr[ii];
/* first nbr of ’ii’
*/
nbr_max = nbr_init + cr->no_nnbrs[ii];
/* last nbr of ’ii’
*/
for(nbr = nbr_init; nbr < nbr_max; nbr++) {
/* index of nbr’th neighbor of i; note i < j -- see nbr_lists()
*/
jj = cr->nnbr_indx[nbr];
/* Since force is symmetric, calculate once for each particle pair */
if (jj<ii) {
/* coordinates of ‘jj’
rjx = RX(cr,jj);
rjy = RY(cr,jj);
rjz = RZ(cr,jj);

*/

/* dr = rj - ri
dx = (rjx - rix);
dy = (rjy - riy);
dz = (rjz - riz);
rr = SQR(dx) + SQR(dy) + SQR(dz);

*/

/* Only proceed if i and j interact. */
if( rr <= SQR(cutoff)) {
if( rr <= SQR(PH_lj_spline_cutoff)) {
/*
* PE(r)
* fx(r)
*
*
*/
rrinv
s_rinv_2
s_rinv_6
s_rinv_12

=
4 eps
=
4 eps
= -24 eps
= -24 eps/s^2

=
=
=
=

*
*
*
*

[
(s/r)^12
[-12(s/r)^12
[ 2(s/r)^12
[ 2(s/r)^6

- (s/r)^6 ]
+ 6(s/r)^6 ] * (1/r)
* rx/r
- (s/r)^6 ] * (1/r)^2 * rx
- 1
] * (s/r)^8 * rx

1.0/rr;
(sigma * sigma * rrinv);
s_rinv_2 * s_rinv_2 * s_rinv_2;
s_rinv_6 * s_rinv_6;

/* Force, Energy of this bond */
pe
=
4*epsilon * ( s_rinv_12 - s_rinv_6);
fterm = -24*epsilon * (2*s_rinv_12 - s_rinv_6) * rrinv;
} /* end within spline cutoff */
else {
rrdiff = (cutoff*cutoff - rr);
rrdiffsquared = rrdiff*rrdiff;
/* Force, Energy of this bond */
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/*
/*
/*
/*

(1/r)^2 */
(s/r)^2 */
(s/r)^6 */
(s/r)^12 */

pe = -a2*rrdiffsquared + a3*rrdiff*rrdiffsquared;
fterm = -(a2*rrdiff + 2*a3*rrdiffsquared);
} /* end else for spline cutoff */
fx
fy
fz

= fterm * dx;
= fterm * dy;
= fterm * dz;

/* force on i due to j */
FX(cr,ii) += fx;
FY(cr,ii) += fy;
FZ(cr,ii) += fz;
/* force on j due to i
*/
FX(cr,jj) -= fx;
FY(cr,jj) -= fy;
FZ(cr,jj) -= fz;
/* particle’s potential energy */
PE(cr,ii) += pe/2.0;
PE(cr,jj) += pe/2.0;
/* Total potential
*/
PE_tot(cr) += pe;
babble_crazy("
pair %2d (%5.2g,%5.2g,%5.2g) r=%6.3g f %8.2g:(%8.2g,%8.2g,%8.2g) pe %5.2g",
jj, rjx*1e10,rjy*1e10,rjz*1e10, (sqrt(rr))*1e10,
sqrt(SQR(fx)+SQR(fy)+SQR(fz))*1e12,
fx*1e12,fy*1e12,fz*1e12, pe*1e20);
} /* end within cutoff */
else {
babble_crazy("
pair %2d (%5.2g,%5.2g,%5.2g) r=%6.3g
-not interacting--",
jj, rjx*1e10,rjy*1e10,rjz*1e10, sqrt(rr)*1e10);
}
}
/* end if (jj<ii)*/
}
/* end jj */
babble_crazy("
f %8.2g:(%8.2g,%8.2g,%8.2g) pe %5.2g",
sqrt(SQR(FX(cr,ii))+SQR(FY(cr,ii))+SQR(FZ(cr,ii)))*1e12,
FX(cr,ii)*1e12,FY(cr,ii)*1e12,FZ(cr,ii)*1e12, PE(cr,ii)*1e20);
}
/* end ii */
}
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